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Vanity is so deeply rooted in the heart of man 
that a solider f a camp follQ'i,'ler, a cook, a common 
porter will brag to ~ain the admiration of the 
public. Even philosophers covet it, and cri-tics, 
who adopt a hostile at-ti tude to most writers f 

still desire the reputation of writing well 
themselves i while those who read the cri t_ics 
hope to enhance their Q'i,v-n repu-ta-tion by such 
reading; and it may well be that I who write 
these words am moved by the same desire; 
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E •• -

IN'rRODUCTION . -. ~ . 

In the follc}(,ving paqes an axtemp-t is made t.o examine 

the critical theories of Cleanth Brooks and Northrop Frye. 

Evaluative accounts of th~ir theoretical standpoints are 

followed by close consideration of the essays they have 

wri tten on rfhe Waste IJ\o:tnc1. This procedure has been adopted 

on the grounds that the value of a theory depends upon the 

quality of the practical criticism which results from its 

application or upon which it is based. 

The choice of Brooks and Frye is not arbitrary. 

Hazard ]ldaIlls I cormnen·t UW"t Frye's is lithe most: influential 

body of critical theory since the New Cri·tics ,,1 suggest.s 

tha·t the considera-tion of Brooks and Frye Hill rais(,,: mos·t 

of the important issues that tVlentiet.h centur~T cri ticisnl 

had discussed. Among these are questions of 'Uie relati.on 

of belief and of science to cri·ticism. Both these problems 

are dealt with explicit:ly by the two critics. Si.nce Frye 

is sornetiro.es thought of as representing" "a reversal of t.he 

dominant movement of early t\ventieth century critic3.sm,,2 

attention is giv(~n to ·the reJ.a"tionship bet"v18(C!l1 the tIl80ries 

of Brooks cmd of Frye. 

A poem was t.aken a:3 o. focus b2cause i. t is ":.:el<'.1-[:i vely 

manageable II 3 and because' i"l: II raises t.hlO! basic questions of 
') 

literary theory Ii • J '1'h8 Wasi::e J.Jand was chosen for a nUEtber 

1 
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of reasons: it is one of the mos·t discussed poems of t.he 

century; it has been evaluated very differently and continues 

to arouse widely diverging responses. Furthermore, its 

structure lends itself to varying interpretations in a way 

in which Ben Jonsonlsl~o Heaved~ for instance, does not. 

Because it is surrounded by no cri Jcical orthodoxy, i·ts 

cri tics are able to take the stance -they wish wit.hout 

inhibition. 

The fact that the poem was written by a poet 

influenced by ~.Y~~~~.iE.me also recornmended it for the present 

purpose. An att:emp·t is made to show that because Brooks and 

Frye sbare some basic convictions of the symbolist mOVe))1en J
C 

they are not. moved to ask questions \\Thich to a crit:ic of a 

different persuasion such as, say, Yvar Winters, seem 

crucial. 



CHAP'I'ER I 

CHANGING EMPHASIS 

In the following' pages an at:-tempt: is made to give a 

brief account~ of -the development of Brooks' critical theory. 

The object is to demonst_rat_e the fact that Tl?-~ Hidd~~_0..?..~. 

Tradition and The Well-Wrought Urn concern themselves only ------- ------------.~--~-

with poetry and to show that it relates to Brooks' growing 

willingness to relate the statement of the poem or novel to 

his own experience. 

rea_d: "'rhe positivis-ts have tended to explain the miracle 

[of t.he survival of art] away in a ger~eral proce.ss of reduc-· 

tion which hardly stops short of reducing the 'poem' to the 

ink i t.8elf". 1 When we recall t:he clima-te of int.:ellec-t:ual 

opinion in the thirties and forties we can understand 

Brooks I ridicule. We may t-ake as typical Rudolpll. Carnap' s 

stai':8ment t.hat "poe·try cloes no-t contain knowledge If .2 Poetry 

was under attack from a point of view which asr,;erted t.ha.t 

any st:atement of value was merely an emotive u-tterance. The 

"fac-ts rJ established by science claimed a superior authority 

to the tendentious s-tatemeni.:s and equivalences of poe-try. 

Brooks' debt to-I. A. Richards is self-confessed3 

and he frequent:ly quotes from Richards' work. Richards was 

3 
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a critic who had been strongly influenced both by the 

positivists and by scientific psychology_ The influence 

was strong enough for Richards to be convinced "that litera-

ture is not to be judged by the statel~<::_l]~ it makes _ .. - by the 

t:rui:h of wha'c it says. P?:obably it says nothing I if it does 

say somet:hing it is probably false i and since true statement 

is the preroga-tive of science I criticism must have no 

"h ' II 4 concern Wl~ It. Richards, therefore, developed the idea 

of literature as pseudo-sJcatement. Brooks I however I was 

able to find a theory of perception which enabled him to 

remove p08try to a realm where it was autonomous. 

It is evident in Brooks' numerous discussions of the 
r' 

relationship between science and poetryJ that he believed 

poetry to be threatened by science. The following passage 

is typical: 

For poe-tic symhols are no-t true. The statement 
that they are true is in itself a metaphor. The 
clj_dactic "\7ie'VI of poetr).' I \-vi Jch. its ernplla_sis OIl l:n.e 
illus-crative func-tion of metaphor I assumes that: 
poetic symbols are to stand for ideas, and naturally 
true ideas are to be preferred to false. Under 
such a theory the goodness of a poem is to a ~reat 
extent determined by its t.ruth 0 'fhis, however, 
is to bring poetry in-co a compe-ti tion \vi th science 1 

which falsifies their real relationship.6 

'1'he jarring effect of the final sentence is innnedia-tely 

notable. It at leasi: hints that -the competit:ion is one 

-which poetry will inev:i.t:ab.ly loseo Brooks is hampe:t_-ed by 

the narrowness of his conception of truth. He capitulates 

too easily by confusing truth about the physical world and 
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what may inadequately be t:ermed moral ·truth.. But. the 

result for Brooks' criticism was that he turned, following 

his mentors Ta·te and Ransom, to Kant for a theory of per'-

ception which would lift the burden of proof from poetic 

cOl1ununication. 

As William J. Ha.ndy puts i i:: "Kant called for a 

distinction t.O be made bet.ween the understanding r ·the faculty 

which reduces its object to a concept in order to classify 

it, and the imagination, the faculty which ma.intains the 

object:. in a presentation in order to know it as it is f un--

distorted by 16gical reduction, Kant insisted that the kinds 

of being represented by the two forms of the judgement were 

t ] . 11 ". i' . II 7 'I'I··l'l.!'! B 1 . t ,,' . on-o.oglca y Qls:lnc~ . ,_ roo~s wrl es sClence glves 

always an abs·tract descrip·tion and because abstract: r power-

ful; whereas poetry a·ttempts a comple·te! a total descript.ion 

of the object . " 8 He talk.s of litwo modes of perception, 

that of analytic reason and that of the synthesizing 

imagination",9 and shows his suspicion of any theory which 

does not esJcablish the unique importance of poetic 'communi-

ca·tion: n . one is jealous for Jche autonomy of poetry: 

one shrinks from the notion that philosophical positions are 

so far determinative of poetic value as t.o require no more 

than adequate expression for t.he product:ion of good pOetry, 

or else could not, however adequately expressed, possibly 
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10 yield good poetry". The separation betw$en philosophical 

communication and poetic communication becomes complete; 

the difference is no-t merely of degree bu-t of type. Poetry 

is autonomous because it_ offers a sort of knowledge not 

elsewhere availablei it r~assembles the fragmented world 

which is the legacy that s6ience has left us. 

'Jlhe st:.age is nm'17 set_ for the appearance of the close 

reading me-thod for which Brooks is best known. Warrant for 

it is again to be found in Kant. William J. Handy quotes 

"And by an Aesthetical Idea I unders-tand the represen-tation 

of the Imagination ''''hich occasions much thought without,-

hO\'I7ever I any defini-te though-t Ii. e. any ~oncr:::E!:. being 

adequa-te t:.o i ti it consequently canno-t be completely compassed 

and made intelligible by language". 11 'I'he following passage 

in T~~e ~rVell-'Wrought __ Ur~f in which Brooks draws a conclusion 

Brooks merely uses t:.he word n idea" in p~.ace of Kant:' s 

t:ranslator's II concept-" : "To sum up our examination of -the 

poem has not resulted in our locating an idea or set of ideas 

which the poe-t has communica.-ted with certain appropria-te 

decorations. Rather lour examination has carried us fm:-Jcher 

d f th 't tl 't l.e' f] L' \I 12 an -UI:" er In _0 _1_8 pOem 1.- se .L In a process o. exp .ana-L-J.on . 

'1'11is pclssage is not ..: -!_ ,.., .............. 1..::J 1--... .......... 
~L L \. .... U U_'_U Lr~ replaced by 
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numerous similar ones in Brooks' work~ The cormuunication 

made by a poem is irreducible. The crit:ic can never pa~ca-

phrase a poem perfec·tly because "no conceptI! can be !! adequat_e 

to demonstra-te at leng·th "the inseparability of intuition and 

• II 13 expressJ_on 

The critic's attention must therefore be concentrated 

on the poem as a unique object. Hene Wellek argues that 

"Kant did suggest or rather revive a very important criterion 

for the judgement of art: the analogy of the organism".14. 

Helying upon Kant I s dist-incb_ons r Homant.ic critics such as 

Colerid~re also CDJl1e t.O view the poem as an organism. Hazan] 

Adams refers t.O the "metaphors 0'; organism that developed 

among Homantic critics to .describe poems. Poems are seen 

according- to t:his me·taphor t' as objectf3 that generate their 

own principles of order".15 It is only necessary to glance 

at the indexes of Brooks l publications to recognize his 

deb'!: to Coleridge. The debt is especially evident in -this 

connection. A fm¥' quotations will adequately illustra·te 

·this: "[to be content with reductions and substitutions] 

is to t.ake the root or the blossom of the tn~e for the tree 

i·tse1f". 16 The beau·ty of a poem is: "the flowering of the 

whole plant r and needs t.he stalk r the leaf an.d the hidden 

roots II .17 "[The poem] represents an organic 18 structure. II 

!!We must examine the bole and the root.s f and most: of all, 
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th . .. tIt' II 19 elr organlc In;erre a lons. 

Urn_ Brooks quot.es the passage in Coleridge which emphasises: 

"the perpetual activity of attention required on the part 

of the reader . .to the rapid flow, the quick change, and 

the playful nat:ure of the thought.s and images [in 

8h k --" 20 a espeaLeJ . The hold it exercised on Brooks' mind can 

be judged from the fact t.hat he repeats it three ·times in 

as many pages in a passage in which he is discussing his 

methodology. He clearly believed in its essential truth 

and followed its directive. 

This suggestion would have been reinforced by what 

he haB read in Richards, who we remember had writ_ten a book 

on Coleridge ,. John Holloway suggests that the met_hod VIas 

established by analogy with scientific method: "A poeIn, for 

example, being ra-cher like a scien-tific specimen r the complex 

structure of which needs to be ~aid bare, and a critic re-

quiring the detachment I fine discrimination, patient p~r

sistence~ and sharp cutting-edge of a biologist".2l But it 

is not necessary to pause longer on this point; whatever 

~nalogy most influenced Brooks, the result was a renewed 

sense of the unity of the poem. He writes of the "union 

1 · 1 h .... ff ,,22 WllC~ t e creatlve lmaglnatlon e-:ects The discovery 

of the principle of order a:tnidst complexity becomes the . . 
critic's task. 

ini tial premises have lead him t_o -the following conclusion: 



"the COlmnon goodness which the poems share will have to be 

stated, not in terms of 'content' or 'subject matter' in 

the usual sense in which we use these i·tems but: ra·ther in 

terms of struc·t:ure". 2 3 There follows the usual cautious 

qualification that Brooks usually supplies: "the ·term 

'structure' is certainly not altogether satisfactory as a 

term ll ,24 but it is evident that the emphasis in Brooks' 

most influential work has inevitably been upon certain 

9 

rhetorical and structural devices such as irony, paradox and 

ambiguity. It is also quite consistent that the criteria 

whi.ch Brooks invokes for judgement is often simply success 

or failure: "the poem is an undoubted success",25 the 

emphasis, as has been seen, being upon construction rather 

than conununica·tion. We can also -recognise the significance 

of the statement: " . the poet is masi.: truthfully 

described as a p<?i_~.t~:!.. or maker f not as an expositor or 

. ,,26 f' .,' h commurllcat.or 'or BrOOKS approac. 

Some of the te:cms which are most familiar to a reader 

of Brooks' work: irony, paradox! complex of a-tti-tudes I and 

ambiguit:y, have already been men·ti.oned, If t.hey are cOlnpared 

wi th the key ·terms of a cri. tic such as Leavis I "discrimin-

ation, centrality, poise! responsibili·ty", for instance, 

their abstract and ·technical ring is unrnistakable; and what 

~s also striking is the tact that none of them can be a 

criterion of value in itself. It has been seen that, for 



Brooks, the poetic artefact is perceived by the faculty of 

the imagination which is distinct from logical perception. 

It is possible to extend this point and to say that what

ever is perceived by the imagination cannot be evaluated 

by the faculty of reason. This is what is suggested by 

Handy when he wx-i-tes that "the singular advance made by 

modern philosophy . .is the insistence that the logical 

10 

formulation of human experience is bu·t one symbolic formula'" 

tion and that. other symbolic formulations aTe possible". 27 

Brooks does no·t, however I direct his argument this way. He 

becomes increasingly willing to evaluat.e these "symbolic 

formulations II. 'l'he belief that there is no way of evalu.a

ting .different. If sYlnbolic fo:cmu.la+.ions II of reali ty is tenable 

on the level of abstract theorising but, as has been seen 

from Brooks' practice, it would be crippling for the critic. 

In the fo110wing passage from ~~l?-~_ Well-Wr~9ht. Urn we find 

Brooks bravely trying to face the consequence of his premises. 

He first coni.:rasts ·two distinct uses of language: that. of 

science and that of art: "The t.erms of science are abstract 

symbols which do noi: change under the pressure of the con

t.ext. They are pure (or aspire to be pure) denotations; they 

are defined in advance. They are not warped into new 

meanings. But where is the dict.ionary which contains the 

t.erms of a poem?". 28 'rhe language of science has been 

stripped of its resonance so that it may pr~cisely classify 



aspects of reality. The language of poetry, on the con-

trary, uses all the inherent capacities of language for 

meaning in order to constitute reali>cy: 

It is not enough for the poet: to analyse his 
experience as the scientist. does I breaking it 
up into parts, distinguishing part from part( 
classifying the various parts. His task is 
finally to unify experience. He must return 
to us the uni t:y of the experience itself· as 
man knows it in his own experience. The poem, 
if it is to be a true poem l is a simulacrum of 
reality -- in this sense, at least l it is an 
"imi ta:tion II ---. by being an experience rather 
than any mere statemen-E about experience or any 
mere abstraction from experience. 29 

The use of the phrase IIsimulacrum of realityH demonstrates 

11 

t.hat Brooks inevi t.ably compared the account. of experience in 

the poem to his own account and secondly it hints at Bro~~s' 

aforement.ioned deference to science c '1'0 be pedantic to a 

purpose, we may reproduce the Q.E.D. definition of 

"simulacrum" : 

1) A material image made a representation of some 
deity, person or thing. 

2) Something having merely the form or appearance 
of a certain thing, without possessing its 
substance or proper qualities. 

3) A mere image I a specious imi·tat.ion or li}~e
ness of someth:i.ng. 

The undertone ,"vhich makes the poem J: a mere ima.ge" of reality 

rather than another "sYIlIJ"'Jolic formulation" of it is un--

avoidable. 'l'here is a t'aci t: accep·tance of the rule of 

science and posi.tivism. Thus we see that the <.mtonomy 

guaranteed for art by the s-tat:ement ~~ 1I11'he artist.ic con--



ciousness [is] different in kind from the rational con

sciousness" 30 -- could leave the poem in a sort of limbo. 

12 

In practice, hovlever, we find Brooks moving between 

an analysis which emphasizes the unique quality of poetic 

communici3.-tion and an evalua·tion dependent on such terms as 

"ma·turit.yn for which his system gives him no warrant. rrhe 

movement is beJcween 1::he convictions and -technique dif3played 

God. Brooks wrote only of poetry in his first two books 

which were written when the Kantian influence was strongest. 

'rhis is understandable because it is extremely di fficul t to 

demons·trate the un_ique quality of the communication made' by 

the novel wb.ich is usually wri.tten in language which is 

closer to prose than poetry_ It follows that Brooks begins 

to write abou·t the novel only when hi s emphasis is upon the 

"mc.turity" of what is communicated and not i·ts unique nat.u.re. 

In the following passag'e f:com the first chapter of 'l'he ~!ijd~n 

God we are immediately conscious of the shift:: liThe genuine 

artist presumably undertake~ to set forth some vision of 

life --- some imaginative apprehension of it which he hopes 

will engage our imagination. He give us his own in-tui·tion 

and his own insight. int.o the human sit.ua.t.ion. It may prove 

t b I .. 1 . t . . . 1 . II 31 
'0 e a pa try J.1151g 1ti )_ - may cons-t1-tute a trJ.V1a V1ew . 

Here the empha::>is is cle'arly on cOHL'llunicaJcion, not· on 

structure; and the final sentence shows no hesitation to 

evaluate what is communicated .. In the res·t of the book 
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Brooks' standards are explicitly Christian. 

But since the chief concern is with an essay from 

the earlier period, an examination of Brooks' discussions of 

some of the techniques of poetry is necessary 0 An att.empt: 

is made in what follows to show the way in which they 

illus·trate the t.ension between the differing emphases which 

have been discerned in Brooks' criticism. 

an?.:......:~.he Trac1~t.i~n, Brooks is unequivocal about the cent.rality 

of metaphor to poe·try: "1vletaphor is not to be considered( 

then, as an alternative of the poet, which he may elect to 

use or not, since he may state the matter directly or 

straightforwardly if he chooses. It is frequently the 6nly 

means available if he is to write at all ll
•

32 But while 

Brooks can claim t.hat met.aphor makes poetic conununication 

unique he cannot claim that it makes it valuable. HOWl 

then, is the figure to be judged? Our only test for the 

validi t.y of any figure must be an appeal to the whole coni::.ext. 

in which it occurs: Does it contribute to the Htotal effect 

~3 
or not"?-- It is not evident what. sort of IIto·tal. effect" 

Brooks would approve. He believes that Ilthe poet's aJct.itude 

is a highly import.ant element of v-lhat is communicated; and 

figurative language is continually used to indicate shadings 

of atti·tude". 34 The phrase "shadings of attitude" merits 

particular notice. Sucli an equation of complexity with 

maturi ty as is found established in the following quotat:ion 



is not, therefore, unexpected: lIThe ability to be tender 

and [ at the same t:_ime, alert and aware in-tellectually is a 

3r.-
complex attitude, a mature a-tlitude II. :) The argumen-t can 

be reduced -to the following: metaphor best communicat.es 

complex at-ti -tudes; complexity of at-ti ·tude leads t:o the 

maturi ty which is ernbodied in great poetry i me-taphor is 

the:r:efore the language of greaJc poetry. Brooks is having 

14 

it. both ways: by the virtual equation of metaphor, complex--

ity and maturity (metaphor guarantees complexity; complexity 

_ guarantees maturity) he derives his evaluative criteria from 

the unique quali-ty of the. object_. But_ the criterion est_ab-

lished is really a very narrow one which best fits the type.s 

of poe-try which fanned Brooks I tastes _ ... meJcaphysical and 

modern. Conviction and the slJ.bs-equent exploration of one 

substantial IIworld-view" can as well be the basis of great 

poetry as the sort of scepticism with which Brooks associates 

maturi t.y in the following;. "nearlv all mature attitudes - - .---...c. ~ - - - --. - - - - - - - - - - - - -

represent some sort of mingling of the approba t.i ve and the 

The danger of this attitude is that it will 

. become prescriptive. At the close of 1.-:he cha.ptfT "v'7i t. and 

Brooks writes: 

following paradox: namely, that wit_, far from beiEg a 

playful aspec-t of the mind, is -the mos-t serious aspect, and 

that the only poetry \,yhich possesses hig-h seriousness in 

tl"l d t 's r_lle poe-t_.,.·y of' "7l' til. 3 7 _e eepes-- SenBe]d _ _ _L -'- vv Brooks I cri-t.i ~ 
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cises Frost as follows: "The poetry is diluted and diffuse. 

A significant symptom of the diffuseness is ·the absence of 

1 1 .. r • • 0. ,,38 d metap 1.or. 'I'1.e very nHnlmum OJ: 1magery 1S use. an 

succumbs to the temp·ta·tion of requiring certain favouri t.e 

devices to be present in poetry. 

Brooks writes: "[rrhe poet.] mus·t work by contradiction and 

qualification. ,,39 and IlAIl i.~he subtler states of emotion . 

necessarily demand metaphor for i.-:heir expression" 40 This 

does seem to be the rationalization of a limited taste. 

The at·titudes es·tablished in Jonson's "On my firs·t Sonne ll 

or liTo Heaven II are surely mature but. they are achieved 

largely by exploring one account of experience in depth 

rather than by the inclusion of other conflicting accounts. 

Precision of s·tatement is ·achieved through the careful use 

of verse form and syntax, rhythm and stress. The objection 

is finally to Brooks' view of maturity, and this objection 

will be made explicit aft.er a considerat.ion of several. 

poet.ic techniques which are valued because they substant.iat.e 

such a view. 

The firsJc of these is an idea which Brooks borrows 

from Richard[; that poetry musi.: include ironi.c att.i tudes i.n 

order to preclude ironic readings. Brooks quot.es Richards: 

"Irony . .consists in the bringitig in of the opposite, the 

complementary impulses i this is why poe·try which is e;.,.:posed 

to it is not of t.he highest order, and why irony itself is 
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so constantly a characteristic of poetry which is".41 Brooks 

remarks tha't the "sen-L-:.imental poet. makes us feel t,hat he is 

sacrificing the totality of his vision in favour of a 

t ' l' t t' II 42 par-lcu, ar lnterpre' a-lon . In ,the poet:ry he admires: 

II ['rhere ] is a lively awareness of the fact, thai: the obvious 

at,ti tude t,oward a given si t,uation is not the only possible 

attitude". 43 This is clearly connected with Brooks' sense of 

the dramatic nature of poetry which will soon be discussed 

but it is first necessary to ask whether or not the process 

which Brooks describes has the effect he assumes it, has. 

Can any poem ever guard ag'ains'c its being summarily dis~ 

missed? Surely an ironic at:.t.i tude to an ironic poem is' 

always a possibility. 

reader to "consider the poetry of wit as a dramatiz'ation of 

th 1 ' " 44 'e yrJ.c . He continues: "Donne's poems are dramatic --

not only fundamentally but on the most, obvious leveL ['I'heyJ 

are . 0. , 1 " 44 . la ogues . He censures the Romantic poet for 

not being dramatic enoughi and finally argues that:: liThe 

principles of poetic organization, developed to their 

logical conclusion, . .carry the poem over into drama".
45 

The dramatic is not just considered as a technique in poetry 

but as an aspect of its essential n~ture. This seems once 

again ,to be a ra'tionaliza'tiol1 of a taste for the metaphysicals. 

But t:here is another reason why the anctlogy is so welcome 
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to Brook.s: it. enables poetry to evade the responsibility 

of direct sta·l:ement. A number of views of a situation are 

extracted as !l1.e view of the poet. There is theoreticaLly 

no necessity of centrality of evaluation and attitude to be 

embodied in t:he poem~ Again Brooks' theory is such that 

poetry escapes from the compe·ti tion wi t.h science. A poem 

is no·t required to conclude with a statement which would have 

to j us·tify itself in the world of analytic philosophy and 

empiricism: "The poera does not merely eventuat:e in a 

logical conclusion ll
•

46 It embodies lithe unification of 

attitudes into a hierarchy subordinated to a total and 

47 governing att.ibJ.de H
• Brooks adopt.s Richards I psychological 

account of art in the following: 

The conclusion of the poem is the working out 6f 
·the various tensions -<_. set up by whatever means 
by propositions I metaphors i syrnbols. The uni·ty 
is achieved by a dramatic process not a logical; 
it represents an equilibrium of forces, noi a 
formula. It is ~ pJ:~()V8d I as a dramatic conclusion 
is proved: by its abili·ty to resolve t.he conflicts 48 
which have been accepted as the donn§es of the drama. 

The analogy of the drama can be a helpful one; bU.t. when every 

poem is explored drama·tically we inevi t.ably get such perverse 

readings as Brooks r of the "Ode on a Grecia:.1. Urn lf upon which 

Lee T. Lemon comrr.ents ironically but with 900d reason; 

49 "even romantic poets spea,k to urns and expect. answers ". 

II no ·t 

It also leads to his unquest.ioning acceptance of t.he organi·-

zation of The 1;\]aste Land. He is prepared for, perhaps 
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prejudiced in favour of a type of poe-try in which widely 

differing evaluative a-tti tudes are taken. 'l'he analogy wi t-h 

the drama allm-vs him to write his essay on The Waste Land 

wi thout seriously considering whet_her or not the lack of a 

central evaluative stance results in irresponsibility. 

In the passage jus-t quoted the terminolog"y "tensions II , 

"equilibrium of forces" could almost have been delibera-cely 

chosen to evade any reference to the meaning of the poem. 

Here Brooks is at the pole of his criticism which is con-

cerned with structure. But, as has been shown, at his best 

he is continually aware of the fact t"hEtt Il form ll and II content" 

are inseparable. v1hat, therefore I can the critic say abou-t 

the poem? Nost modeJ:-n critics would agreE:~ that no para-

phrase can give the exact equivalent of its meaning. Brooks 

is obviously among them but as he himself points ou~: 

"There is . .a very serious question whether the para-
~() 

phrasable elements have primacyll.-'v He concedes that the 

critic can usefully and accurately say "y-lhat the general 

effect of the poem is: The _Rape_of _ t~~!-.e~k is 9bg~.:..t:_ the 

foibles of an eighteenth century belle- u51 and he continues: 

IIWe can very properly use pa.raphrases as pointers and as 

short-hand references provided that we know what we are doing 

and that we see plainly that t_he par-aphrase iG not t:he real 

core of mecming which const_i tutes the essencE.:! of the poem". 

Brooks realises that the -theore-tical implication of his 
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position "l-:.aken to its extreme would render criticism 

impossible. The only response the critic could consist-:.en-tly 

make to a question about a poem would be to repea-t the 

whole poem. "'1'he poem says ,vhat -the poem says." 52 But this 

is more than ila graceless bi-t of taui::ology". I-t is the 

testimony of experience tha-t criticism often leads to a 

greater unders'canding of a poem. The st_atement_ is a 

deliberat.e denial of what Lee T. Lemon calls the "congruence" 

of a poem, it-:.s relationship to the world of experience. 

Brooks is, however, left with the problem of vindicating 

his own cri t:ical comments i after an ingenious and elar.lorat:.e 

"'l'heCiQCOunt: given 

aJ)ove is a sta-temen-t merely of tJle 'prose meaning' and bares 

the same relation to the poem as does the 'prose meaning' 

53 of any other poem". '1'he style of the rest of t_he' essay, 

however, is hardly diffident enough to keep this in the 

reader's __ ~ ~..::J 

HLLllU. . Brooks! most l:easonabl.e statement of his 

posi-tion is to be found in the essay on Yeats in ~!2~_lle~_l-·. 

!l any staternen-t which we 

a-t-tempt to abstrac-t from the whole cont:ext as t-he 'meaning' 

of the poem is seen to be qualified and modified by "l:11e 

context of the poem as 
54 

a whole". Here the phra.sing I 

probably cord:ra_ry to Brooks I intention, suggests that. what 

is said can be, by a prdcess of abstraction, isolated from 

its qualifica-tions and modifications adequai:ely enough, at 

least[ to refer it_ to the l~e;;t of our expeLience. There 
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seems no ot.her way t.o read Blake t s IIA Poison 'rree n, for 

example, t.han as a suggestion t.hat t.he expression of 

passionate anger is preferable to its repression, what.ever 

qualificaLi.ons and modifications t.he stanza form r rhyJchm, 

metre and imasrery convey. Bu·t Brooks does not generally 

advocate such an approach. '1'he next paragraph is more 

typical: lI·the unifying principle of the organisation which 

is the poern is an at.ti tude or complex of a'U:i tudefi. We can 

discover, to be sure, propositions which seem to characterise, 

more of less accurately, the unifying attitude. But if we 

take such propositions to be t.he core of t.he poem, we are 

content.ing ourselves wi·th l'eductions and substi t.utions". 

The last sentence again seems to be an evasion; it is notable 

that in Brooks' reading, Keats' Urn ends up saying something 

about aesthetics which Brooks fully approves; and that 

despite his protestations, the paraphrase he gives of 

The Waste Land is a st.at.ement wi t.h which Brooks agrees. It 

is frequently impossible to tell whether Brooks' comments on 

h ' J' 1 55 a poem are 1S own asserC10ns or parap1rases. 

Brooks is willing to grant that: 1I['Among School 

Children'] seems to celebrate 'natural' beaty, the world of 

becoming; [ISailing t.o Byzantium'] int.ellect.ual beauty, the 

world of pure being II ; 56 which is abo'ut: as simplified a 

st.atement. as one could make about. ·t.he b .... l0 poems. Brook.s 

cont.inues as follows: "To which world is Yeat.s commi t·ted? 

Which does he choose? !I'~) 7 and answers his own quest.ion rai:her 
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abruptly: "The question is idle II 57 . He demons·tra·tes 

in his succeeding remarks that, for him, the question is 

vi tal: "One cannoJc know the world of being save through 

the world of becoming (though one must remember that t~he 

world of becoming is a meaningless flux apart from the world 

of being which it implies) ".58 This is Brooks' belief, then. 

It is interes·ting to guess how he would respond to a play by 

Beckett in which language is used meaningfully to point to 

the "meaningless flux H
• Surely he would not be able merely 

to say tha'c Beckett has developed "an att.i tude t.o the 

si tuation 11
59 and t.o leave it at that; implici·t in Becket.t IS 

play would be substantial assumptions about the quality'of 

existence which Brooks himself would not share. He would 

be faced \-li th the possibil,i ty of judging the governing 

attitude towards the situation. This is what he does 

continually in the essay on Hemingway in The Hidden God: 

IlEvGn men and women who do not have God must try to make up 

for him in some sense, quixotic as that gesture will seem and, 

in ul·timate terms at least f desperat:e as that gestuxe must. be. 

The Christian will feel that it is ultimately desperate in 

that man can never find anything ·that will prove a sub·· 

• r :]1" 60 stltute ror Gou'. It is ·the st.rength of the book that the 

reader knows where BrOOKS stands; he takes up a position 

just as solidly in his ~arlier books, but he disguises it 



does not recognize i·t himself. Consider the following 

sen'cences : 

If the las·t sentence seems to make Yea·ts more of 
a met.aphysician than we feel he really was, one 
can appeal to Jche poems themselves. Both of 
them are shot through and through with a 
recogni tion of the problem which the reflect:i ve 
human being can never escape .--- t_he dilemma which 
is the ground of the philosophic problem; and 
the solution which is reached in neither case 
solves the problem. 'rhe poet in both cases comes 
to-tenns with the situation wh.ich every\.vhere 61 
witnesses to the insolubility of the problem. 

Brooks assumes that the truth can never be known about such 

questions; and in view of his own narrow conception of 

"truth II at this stage he certainly could not knovJ i-c. Bu·t 

this scepticism is just as much a belief as any dogma. The 

centrali-ty which Brooks att.empts t:o guarant~ee by being 
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uncommi·tted is a conm1i tmen·t in itself i and i:t is arguable 

that such a position is philosophically lmt.enable. 62 ~lhe·ther 

or not this is so, Brooks believes that profound questioning 

will always lead to a paradox: ;; almost any insight importan·t 

enough to warrant a great poem apparently has to be stated 

in . 
63 

. terms [of paradox] II. Bu·t the limit.ation of this 

view is pointed out by Erich Heller's comment that~ 

lIambiguity and paradox are the manner of speaking when 

reali ty and syrnbol, man's mind and his soul I are at cross-

64 purposes". For anyone attemptiny ·to t.ranscend t.hese 

conflicts f be he Christian r Niet.zschean or Platonis·t f Brooks' 

view will seem inadequate, and the criteria of evaluation 



invoked by each of the aforementioned unlikely 'rriumvirate 

will consequently be quite different. 
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CHAPTER II 

BROOKS' APPROACH TO 'lIHE hTASTE LAND 

peculiar problems posed by modern poei:ry: "some modern 

poe-try is difficult because it is bad --- t_he total experience 

remains chaotic and incoherent because the poe-t could not 

master his material and give it a form".l This sentence 

implies tha·t f v<!hile experience, by its very nature is 

"chaotic and incoherent", the poetls task is to organise it, 

"to give ita form". Tl11.'oughout his cri-ticism he insists 

on the necessity of poetic unity and in the final chapt~r 

of ~r~ Y'J~_ll·"Wrought. Urn he defines more precisely the 

essence of this unity: "'rhe charac·teristic unity of a 

poem . .lies in the unification of attitudes into' a 

hierarchy subordinated to a total governing at·tit.ude". 2 

In his criticism of The Waste Land it is clear that 

Brooks finds the "total governing attitude H t.O be tha-t of 

the "protagonist". It is significant that this was 

originally a dramatic term. It is not, therefore, surprising 

that Brooks gives an account of the protagonist's character-

ization~ IlThe function of the conversation [in t.he 

Hofgarten] is to establish the class and character of the 

3 protagonist". The fir~t eighteen lines 
4 of Jell e poem axe 

!!a reverie on the part of the protagonis-t in vlhich spec'll'" 

24 



lation on life glides off in·to memory of an ac·tual con-· 

versation". The prot:agonist is thus included in t.he "us" 

of the phrase: "summer surprised USIl, and the "we" of the 
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phrase: II And when we were chi Idren Ii • Brooks accoun·t of the 

character of ·[:he protagonist may be ex·tended as follo'itlS: 

11. 8-11 and 11. 13-18 est.ablish the prot.agonist as someone 

who has travelled in Europe and as a relation of the 

aristocracy. Line 12, since it is in the first person and 

not in quota·tion marks I at first presents some difficulty f 

especially since the bad German contr~sts with the pro-

tagonist's aristocratic connections. In view of the feminine 

"Russian" and Eliot. I sown st:aternent that the hermaphrodi·te 

Tiresias "sees • • the substance of the poem", hOvlever 1 

we may guess -that this is an attempt to universalise the 

pro·[:agonist. The bad German would thus make him/her I in a 

sense f classless and would thus tend to give his judgernent.s 

au·thori ty since he would be invulnerable to any allegations 

of prejUdice. 

It is clear that Brooks accepts the authority of the 

central consciousness of the poem. After quoting from 

Eliot's essay on Baudelaire "it is better, in a paradoxical 

way, to do evil than to do nothing: 

Brooks wri·tes: '''1'he las·t s·ta·tement is highly impo:ctan·t for 

an understanding of ~l~'W~~~ .. J~?~~. The fact t.ha-t: men have 

lost the knowledge of good and evil, keeps fhem from being 

alive, and is t:he justifica·tion for viev,7i.ng the modern W2,ste 
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land as a realm in which the inhabi ta-tns do not even exist n. 5 

There is no way of distinguishing whether Brooks is engaging 

in exegesis and saying: IIThis is wha.-t t:he poem says" or 

whether it is a statemen-t of his own belief that wha-t the 

poem says is tTue. vJe find this confusion frequently in 

his essay: "even love I' ~ l' n tl t 1 d If 6 _ canno~ eX1S~ 1e was.e _an .. I 

and "Our conb~mporary waste land is in large part the resul-t 

of our scientific a·ttiJcude ._-- of our complete seculariza

tion".7 Since these s-tatements are so sweeping and so 

pessimistic we may rightly ask. what warrant the poet g-ives 

us to accept their authority. 

He may firsJc examine the justly praised hyacinth 

passage. Brooks says t.hat it " s ·tates the opposite half of the 

paradox which underlines the poem: namely r the life a·t its 

highest rnoment:s of meaning and intensity resembles deathll. 8 

In view of the lines which Brooks himself quo-tes n I was 

neither/Living nor dead", it is evident that the paradox has 

been imported into this cont:ext to fit his scheme 0 La)cer there 
q 

is reference to t:he " ecs tasy--of--love passage".·- But. is this 

ecstasy really conveyed by the poetry? The snatch of con-

versation which. passes th:cough the protagoni st.' s mind: 

!lyou gave me hyacint.hs first a year ago; /They called me the 

hyacingth girl!" certainly recalls a' poigna.nt mornent. 

In 1:he nex-t hvo lines: "llYet when we came bclCk I late I fronl 

the hy acin th garden I /Your armE.:i· full, and y.:' ur hai r vle t ( !! 
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delicate touches such as the lateness of the hour, the hint 

of the full shape of the girl's arms, and her we-t hair com·_· 

bine Jeo present a brea-thtaking erotic moment. Rut wha"e is 

the protagonist's response: 

I could not 
Speak f my eyes failed, I was nei t:11er 
Living nor dead, and I knew nothing, 
Looking into the heart of light, th_e silence. 
Oed' unO. leer das IxIeer. 

He may have been deeply affected but remembrance of the 

moment is associcrted wi-th desolation. That the reference 

is not to consummation but to impo-tence is later confirmed: 

Damya-ta: ~rhe boa-t responded 
Gaily, to the hand expert with sail and oar 
The sea was calm, your hem:t would have responded 
Gaily, when invited, beating obedient 
To controlling hands (11. 418-22) 

The protagonist has come to understand his own failure but in 

the earlier passage he was a sufferer in The Waste Land 

unable to give 1 sympathise or cont:rol. His own spiri-tual 

poverty at that stage is shown by his visit to Madame 

Sosostris of whom Brooks writes: "lfJ:adame Sosostris ha_s 

fallen a long way from the high function of her predecessors".W 

Brooks 1 however, does not note the pro-tagonist I s own aware~ 

ness of the degraded aspect of the pseudo-religious appetites 

which j\1adame Sosostris serves. But this awareness is clearly 

shown by the DEd-.hos of the phrase: IIlIad a bad cold ll
, and the 

It is, therefore, 

significant that the protagonist involves himself in the 
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degradation by making his visit. Brooks does not notice 

that in 11. 60-68 the protagonist is no longer involved in 

the degradation but is its judge. 'I'his change in perspec·ti ve 

is proved by the invocation of the authority of Dante in the 

line "I had not t.hought death had undone so ma.ny" l of which 

William Myers says: II ['PI . 1 1 . ] ... llS a..L.USlon suggests the possibil~ 

ity of achieving, with the assistance of a guide such as 

Vergil or Tiresias, a sane, objective viewpoint. In.1:he 

Ylnferno', Dante may be a sinrier, but he is not one of the 

11 damned" • But '1::he surrealis·t shock of the exclamat.ions in 

11. 69--75 1 hardly assures us of the company of such a guide. 

Brooks gives an account of the secondary effects of allrlsion 

in these lines in great detail but surely by his minute 

analysis he misses their oyerwhelming impact. which is one 

of hysteria. Th.e final line fall uding to Baudelaire: 

"You! hypocrite leci.:eur --- mon semblable -- mon frere II 

involves t.he reader in this hysteria. As William .Myers 

points out: IIBaudelaire • .savagely and unreservedly 

traps himself and us in the. horror of ennui which he is 

raging againsJe" 12 I'Ve see the charact.er of the pro·tagonist 

being handled arbitrarily by the poet < We mlls·t assume that 

t:he description of ·the pub scene is conveyed t.h.rough the 

protagonist's consciousness j.f we are to have any way at all 

of placing it. Thus th~ sneer in fhe lines: "We.ll, 

that Sunday Albert was home f Jelley had a hot garnmon I iAnd 
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they asked me in t:o 'dinner I to get. the beauty of it hot" 

is the projcagonist I s and its effect is to make us suspect 

the quality of his aU:i t.udes. Brooks is sensi ti ve enough to 

tone t.O be uneasy wi·th L 172 and his attemp-t to defend i 'c 

takes it.s usu.al form: he ignores the effec·t Itlhich vlOuld 

be obvious to the reader who did not even'know it is an 

allusion and concentrates on the secondary effects: 

. the only matter which calls for comment. i.s the 
line spoken by Ophelia in 'Hamlet', which ends the 
passage. Ophelia, too, was very' much concerned 
about love f t.he theme of conversation be·tween the 
women in the pub. As a mat·ter of fac'c f she vlaS in 
very much the same posi -(:ion as t.hat of the woman 
who has been the topic of conversation between the 
two ladies whom we have just: heard. And her 
poetry, like Philomela's -1 had corne out of SUffering. 
We are probably to look for the relevance of the 
allusion to her here rather'than in an easy satiric 
contrast bet'ileen Elizabe·than glories and modern 
sordidness. 13 

Exactly where the "here II is we' are not able t:o ascertain. 

Surely the dominant effect of the line arises from the word 

IIsweet" which, in context is heavily ironic. The curn.l1::>rous 

irony arises from the fact. that the ladies ha.ve hardly been. 

characterised as IIsweet ll
• But because the irony in this 

line is that of the observer the attitude is felt to be one 

of revulsion. There is no hint of human sympa·thy. We be-

cOTne increasingly l..ln\Qilling to accept the evaluations of this 

consciousness; although . at. tin1es t:here is an implicit. CB.lI 

for us to do so. It could be argued that the protagonist 
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displays a consist:ent development in the course of the poem 

until he has left the "arid plain" behind. But how are we 

to take the line: "Shall I at leas·t set my lands in order?!!. 

Brooks commenLs: "Even if ·the civilization is breaking 

th . th b] . t . II 14 l' ~ . up. • .ere remalns .e person 0 _.].ga· lon. T11S reacdng 

depends on a contras·t between the af:sumed chaos of the 

civilization an~ the possibility of personal stability. 

Brooks glosses the lines with a passage from "Though·ts After 

Lambeth II which fi·ts the theme of the dangers of seculariza~cion 

which he has isolated. He ignores the allusion to Isaiah 

38:1, "Set thine hou.se in order: for thou shalt die and not 

live ll
• Williamson comments on it~ as follows: "aware·-

15 ness is not will, and so he thinks of preparing for deathll. 

If we rely all. the tone of the allusion itself I this comment. 

is clearly apt. We are faced, therefore, w1.t.11 t.wo dia-

metrically opposed int:erpreta·tions: resolution or resig11.a-

t.ion. Once again we are unable to decide whe·ther the 

protagonist is the judge of the situation or its victim. 

As Brooks himself says: "vagueness is not the same thing as 

the rich multiplicity of t.he greates·t poetry-II ,16 In his 

thematic criticism of t.he poem; he pays no a.tt.en·tion to t.he 

"dist.inc·tions behveen self and society and between health 

.and sicJ\".ness f which must be made if the po(:m is to have 

]7 
value". -

Brooks I blindness on this point mer)' be attribu·table 
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to his belief in the essentially dramatic nature of poetry. 

He is only too willi"ng to accep-t t_he presence of complexity 

of attitude and is, as we have seen, willing to accept it as 

a guarantee of maturity. No one can doubt -tha-c the ini-tial 

problem for -the reader is epitomised in the question t!Hho 

says what? II and it is a question which Brooks does not-

adequately answer. His claim that: "Eliot's criticism of 

the present world is not merely the sentimental one, that 

this happens to be the twentieth century after Christ and not 

the seventeen-th ll18 is not substan-tiated by many parts of t_he 

poem. 

One of the severe limitations of Brooks' accoun~ is 

suggest_ed by his own cormnent early in his essay: II In view 

of the state of criticism with regard to the poem! it is 

b h · .r: - J lIb . f 1 ,,19 _est for us to approac lt Lran<: y on t1.e aS1S 0 t1.eme . 

rrhe poem is I we are told i "based on a maj or contrast_" and we 

are not surprised to find that this contrast is a paradox: 

liThe contrast is between two kinds of life and two kinds of 

deatlL Life devoid of meaning is deathi sacrifice, even the 

sacrificial death I may be l,ife--gi ving I an awakening too life. 

The poem occupies itself to a grea-t ext-ent wi-th this paradox, 

d . l b f .. . II 20 an Wlt"1. anum er 0- varlatlons upon J.t . 

We have already seen in the earlier analysis of the 
. 
hyacinth passage that Clespi te -t~he unequivocal II I was nei ther/ 

Living no~c dead" Brooks is able to read -j {- ...,,.. ~~ illustra-, -1-'--- UC" U.H 

tion: II-that life at its highest rnoments of meaning and 
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21 in-tensi ty reserl1b1es death B. - When we read the conunent. on 

the Philomela passage, however, we begin to suspect an al-

most arbitrary in-terpretation of the symbolism to make it fit 

into the critic's scheme: "The Philomela pa_ssage, has 

anot.her import:ance T however. It is a commentary on how the 

waste land became vlaste, it also repeats the theme of the 

deat.h which is the door t.o life f the theme of the dyin.g god. 

The raped vlOman becomes transformed through suffering inJco 

the nightingale: through t.he viola.·tion comes the 'inviolable 

voice,,,.22 Brooks' other account of the symbol is just as 

personal; he writes: "the violation of a woman makes a very 

d h 1 f h f l
' , ,,23 .goo symLo _or t.e process 0 secu arlzatlcn'. It is. only 

aft.er he has decided what the poem is about that he could 

interpret this symbol in these ways. The glosses are in 

terms of Brooks' own diagnoses of ·the problems of t.he modern 

world rather than Eliot's. This is amply demonstrated by the 

quotations he adduces from 'I'ate and Ransom; from Tate: "And 

rich experience of the great tradition depicted ~n the room 

recei ves a violenJc shock in contrast wi i::.h a game tha-t 

symbolises the inhuman abstrac-tion of the modern mind". 24 

Thus we read in Brook.s: 1I1'he abst:ract game in being used 

in the contemporary waste land, as in the play, to cover up 

, II 25 a rape and is a description of the rape ltself. But this 

. 
can, ironically, only be. true on a very abs·tract 1evE.~1. l'he 

poem is, we find, being read in terms of Brooks' belief that: 
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!lOur contemporary wasJce land is in large part ·the result of 

our scientific atti t.ude -'~ of our complete secularizat.ion". 26 

But the other limi-tation of this sort of thematic 

criticism :i s t.hat is blinds Brooks t.o the tone of the poem, 

It is ironic that a rhetorical critic who has written: 

"[The poet] can do no more than to try by various devices 

intima-tion I dramatic shock I ch.ange of tone r ironic confron·ta-

tion, and all the other rhetorical and poetic devices -- to 

wheedle or bludgeon his audience into attending to what he 

has to sa~ and, by bringing their faculties to alterness r 

. .. . . ~_. \!27 putt1ng themselves 1n a pos1t1on to apprehend hlS ~anlng.·-

should remain at such a distance from the surface of the 

poetry. It is as if he is deliberately ignoring the debased 

parody of Shakespearian blank verse which makes up the first: 

part of "A Game of Che.ss" in order to enlarge upon Tate I s 

comment: lI'rhe woman . .is, I believe, the symbol of man at 
')0 

the present time II. L., U But an examination of the tOD.e would 

suggest that the incident is dramatically presented by a 

sensibility which we distr~st. 

Cle~patra reminds us of Enobarbus I account. of her splendour 

and makes'us con·tras·t it "d·th the vulgari·ty of the scene with 

which we are presented . But. in t.he context r the word 

• l! synthetic H is a sneer and vve wonder whether the rest of t.he 

pro·tagonis·t I s judgemen·ts are based on such t.rivia. The verse 

itself in its imprecision reflect.s t.he decadence it at.temp·ts 
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t.o criticize. The butt. of the following lines may be ex--

pensive tastelessness but the effect of bathos characterizes 

the presenting consciousness as effete: 

Huge sea-wood fed with copper 
Burned green and orange, framed by t.he coloured stone,. 
In which sad ligh·t a carved dolphin swam. 29 

We had seen how Brook.s makes much of the signi ficance of the 

decora.tive myth but surely the assertion that. "st.ill the 

world pursues" is a staternen·t by t:he pro·tagonist.; and the 

sneer (there is no other word for it) in the following line: 

"(Jug, Jug' to dirty ears." reminds us, if we had been able 

to forget I t.hat. we must. quest::i.on his evaluat::.ions. The 

presentation of an exceptionally neurotic altercation in 

unusually vulgar surroundings by a protagonist who, because 

he has lost fai 1.:h in ·the !!wi thered stumps oftirne" is full 

of despair: "I think we are in rats' alley", has been 

taken by Brooks as a definl·tive account of the II modern world". 

He is so intent upon U1emiJ:tic exegesis f e. g. "Bu·t the pro-

tagonist, [reflect.s] that in tb.e "I:V'aste land of modern life 

even death is s·terile ._- I I think we are in ra-ts' alley/Where 

t J 1 d 1 t tl ., 'II 3 0 1 h d t . : 1e c ea men as· 1eJ.r Dones I t 1at e aes no qU.estlon 

the warrant for such evaluations. 

In the essay on The Waste Land, then, there is 

.little of the close cri.ticism which is the strength of 

The_~~.ll-·Wrought ~!nL The acco1..J.nt of the passage about the 

typist and the young man carbuncular begins with a total 
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acceptance of t.he evaluation which, in Broc:ks' own terms, 

it should concretely illustrate. "In the modern waste land 

however even the relat.ion bet.ween man and woman is also 
. 31 

st.erile. II "The incident between U.le t.ypist. and the 

carbuncular young man is a picture of 'love' so exclusively 

and practically pursued that. it is not love at: all." 32 We 

illlinediately remark the introduc·tion of one of Brooks I taboo 

ideas f practicality. '1.'he next sentence demons·trates Brooks' 

cavalier disregard for dist.inctions that must be made: 

tragic chorus to the scene is Tiresias, into whom perhaps 

Mr. Eugenides may be said to modulate".33 But Brooks has 

just. pointed out that Eugenides is a debauchee, whereas' 

Ti~-esias is lI·the hist.orical 'expert:' on the relation be· .. 

tween t.lle sexes II • It J..c..; clearly of the utmost import.ance 

to know who is presenting ·the incident. Bu-t, in fac-t { the 

presentation is so biased that we could accept Eugenides as 

the narrator. The atmosphere is established by the sugges-

'lion that -the human has been reduced to the mechanical in 

the phrase "the human engine". The sordidness of the t-ypistls 

life is stressed in the lines: 

At the violet: hour I t.he evening hour that s-tri ves 
Homeward, and brings the sailor home from seal 
The typist: home at. tea-time I 

The j uxtaposi 'lion emphasi zes the prosaic na-ture of the 

typist I S homecoming as againsJc t.he romance of a sailor home 

frorn tIle sea~ 
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aversion to her way of life: "clears her breakfas-t f lights/ 

Her stove I and lays ou-t food in tins." The moc];: heroic in: 

1l0u t of the windovl perilously spread/Her drying combina-tions 

touched by the sunFs last rays", leads to a bathos which 

after years of acquaintance with the poem never fails to jar. 

As William Myers says" the line IIhas all the subtle-ty of a 

e b co t s 11. lb y' s d" J' oJre 11.34 pr -pu e0cen- .c 00 __ . 0 lr~y ~ The choice of the 

detail indicates a pubescent sensibility. The snobbish 

attitude of: 

A small house agent's clerk, with one bold stare, 
One of the 10v;-- on whom assurance sits 
As a si lk hat on a BJ.:-adford millionaire. 

is one \'lI-lich the reader rejects for its outmoded class pre-

judice. It is not_ 1::he degradation of the inciden-t which is 

in doubt; we ques-tion the iit-ti tude towards it which we are 

encouraged to share. '1'he phrase "half-' formed thought Ii 

implies that their aut.omatic conduct is almost £i tting it_he 

presentation t,ends to deprive the couple of their humanity. 

Brooks would seem t:o be unaware of this i his comment is a 

simple moral one which makes the incident fit in'to his 

schema-tizat:ion of the poem: "The essential horror of the act 

which Tiresias witnesses in the poem is that it is not 

regarded as a sin at all is perfectly casual r is merely 

35 .the copUlation of beasts". ITihe act is not nearly so 

horrible as Brooks seems to think; what is n~ost dist:urbing 

in the passage is the disgust which the protagonist feels 

and which rllakes him see these sufferers in the waste land 
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as mere machines: "She smoothes her hair wiJch au-toma-tic 

hand, lAnd puts a record on ·the. gramophone 110 We may 

re·turn to ·the earlier quotation from Tate and question 

whe·ther the assumpt.ion that the scene can be taJ:;:en as 

representat.i ve of the relations be·tween man and woman in 

the Il10dern world. Brooks I comment: "The reminiscence of 

the lines from Goldmni th 1 s song . .gives concretely and 

ironically the utter break-down of traditional standards ll36 

shows again his total acceptance of the position of the 

biased observer. This is, we suppose, one. of the examples 

of t:he typical met.hod of t.he poem which he describes at the 

end of his essay: II .the statement of beliefs emerges 

37 
!hro~~.9"!!. confusi.on and cyni.cism -- not in spite of themlf. 

Bu:t it is quite clear that in this passag-e t.he tone is 

i t.self cynical. 

It. is now perhaps time to discuss the question which 

is most urgently raised by Brooks' essay. We find in the 

brief theoretical discussions which begin and end it an 

implici t recogni t.ion that his method is diametrically opposed 

to the principles of contextualism. He wri t:e8: "I prefer, 

however, not to raise jUf:it here the question of how important_ 

it. is for the reader t.o have an expJ..ici t int.eIlect.ual account 

of the various symbols and a logical account of their 

• 1 L' 1'" 38 re a'Llons l.lp • He rec'ognises tha·t some such account is 

necessary as is shown in his hesitation to assert that the 

"scaffolding ll can be torn down with su.bsequen·t rereadings ~ 
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lilt may well_b~ tmy italics] that such rationalization is no 

more t-b_an a scaffolding to be got on-t of the way before we 

contemplate the poem itself as poem". 39 '1'he phrase "poem 

itself as poem" represents the formalis·t pole of Brook.s I 

theory. 

we find him complaining in similar terms etbou'l t.he quality 

of the reading pUblic: II . a great deal of modern poet:.ry 

is difficult: for the reader simply because so few people I 

rela-tively speaking I are accus·tomed to reading I2oe.:!::rL~~. 

poet.rz" . He continues by poin'ling to the limi ta·tions of 

the idea of poetry as communication: "'1'he theory of 

communication throws the burden of proof upon ·th.e poet, 

overwhelmingly and cit once I! • 40 

Bu·t Brooks himself has hardly been able to give us 

an exemplary criticiEnn of the poem as poemo We have already 

shown tha-t he does not sufficiently dist.inguish be·tween his 

own views and what he considers the view of the poem. 'l'his 

can reach absurd len.g~chs as in the comment on t.he lines; 

"0 Keep the Dog far hence; that's friend to men,/Or wi·th his 

nails he '11 dig it up ag'ain! II Brooks wri tes ~ "I am inclined 

to take the Dog (the capital letter is Eliot's) as Humanitari-

anism and the related philosophies which, in their concern, 

extirpat.e t_he superna·tural -'~' dig up' the corpse of t.he buried 

god and thus prevent the rebirth of life. For the general 
A 1 

idee!, see Elio·t i s essay, i The Humanism of Irving Babbitt I II • -~--'-
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As if realising that this account of the "Dog" is really 

quite arbitrary he adds in a footnote: "The refe:cence is 

perhaps more genera.l still: it may include Naturalism, and 

Science is the popula:c conception as the new magic which 

'12 will enable man ·to conquer his environmen·t completelyll. ~ 

But in broadening his account of the "symbol" he only maJ<:es 

it clearer to us that he is invest.ing it with his mm meaning; 

and that he sees the poem referring directly to the world of 

experience. In view of this we cannot. accep·t the disclaimer 

which we find near t.hs end of the essay on The v\1as·te Land 

that: "The account. given above is a st.atemen"i:: merely of the 

'prose meaning' and bears ·the same relation to the poem as 

does 
4':1 

the 'prose meaning' of any other poem H
• oJ 

Because of the movement in his emphasis fxom t.lle 

earlier books to The Hic1d~!1. G~~T bO\.vever I the way in which 

he uses '1'he Waste I,and in his Retrospective Introduction 

to !:!.odern Poetry and _"l::.~~ Tradi tioE. becomes quite acceptable. 

We can see that he still shares the view of modernity which 

he believes the poem expresses: 

[Tidings of the spanning of the chasm between the 
life of the emotions and attitudes wi t.hin the poet r 
and the universe outside him] migh·t signal an end 
to the waste--land experience f for if men could now 
find in their own subjec·ti ve life sornething that. 
corresponds to what Mr. Hall calls the Ilold 
obj ecti ve life of shared .experience" ·then they 
would have re-established a rapport with nature 
cmd restored the community of values I i::.he loss of 
which wasted the land. The quickening·rain for 
which the prota.gonist in 1I'1'he Waste LaJ1.d H yearned 
would at last have begun to fall.44 
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But there is none of the sleight of hand which first 

isolates a theme and t.hen precludes criJcicism of it by t.he 

suggestion that we should really read "the poem as poem". 

The interpretation of the poem and the poem itself are 

honestly opened to the sort of criticism we find in David 

Craig-' s essay, lI'rhe Defea·tism of T~e v.~ste_~al~~II. 45 

One chief limi t:a·tion of Brooks' approach to The 

W~§_"t~_Lan.9: is that he is not context.ualist enough t.O pay 

attention to the tone and texture of the verse. He is not, 

therefore, led t:o d01.1b·t the quality of the sensibility which 

presents the material. He does not. come to terms with the 

poetic duplicity which invokes mythic structures! Dante, 

Augustine, etc. as wa~rants for what is often a superficial 

analysis of modernity. Another is tha·t he gives an account 

of ·the poem as communication while implicitly denying that. 

the communication is made. In' view of his agreement.: "that 

poetry is a 'natural' activity, one of the fundamental 

• • • • 11 46 tl d human actlvltles and not as esoterlC one, ~e rea er 

could perhaps fairly have expected a discussion of the 

peculiar problems raised in reading this most esoteric poem 

but all we ge·t is another disclaimer, already quoted: III 

prefer, however f not to raise just here the question of how 

• important it. is for the rea.der· to have an explicit intellec-

tual account of the various symbols and a logical account of 

tl ' 1 J • l' II 4 7 lelr re aClonsl1ps . Brooks' account of t.J.1.e Hbundle of 

t8 
quotations \ .. T:ith ,;vhich t:he poem ends I! ~ is ingenious but who 
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can hold them together as he reads the last part of the poem? 

Does he really face the question of whether the reader can 

bear. the weight of responsibili-ty which has been thrown upon 

h " ?49 
lIn. 

'fhe most valuable- aspect_ of Brooks I approach is the 

emphasis on close reading. I'c is easily separated from the 

idea of poem as unique object from which it arose. John 

Holloway has pointed to the COlID-TlOn genealogy of poetic 

language and of ordinary language: "Literature, of course, 

is more highly organized, more animated, more subtle than 

anything in ordinary speech -~ sometimes incomparably so _ .. -

and it booth demands ct lTlm-:'e in ten t_ I tx ained at_ i:en t:i on I 2_nd 

can penetrat_e the quality of e2~perience wi tIl. greaJcer I with 

even explosive force. But i i::s germ, its monocellular pro-

t:otype is one of the familiar modes of ordinary 50 speech lI. 

working of "intent, Jcrained at-tention I! on lyric poe-try. His 

prac-tice is a continual reminder -tha-t we should c101L0t -the 

adequacy of paraphrase. We should pay ·infinite attention to 

the poetic object before we are willing, as he is in 

The Hidden God, to compare it. finally to our own view of 

experience . It is this comparison which makes the reading 

. of poetry vital. Anything less is mere antiquarianism. As 

Brooks himself says: "If poetry exists as poetry in any 

meaningful sense, the attempt [to view it 'sub specie 

57 
ae-ternitai::.i~·; I] must be made"., 



CHAP,]~ER '111 

DUBIOUS SYNTHESIS 

Frye's work arouses passionate response. Philip 

Hallie ends his review of four of Frye's books thus: "I·t 

seems plain -thu.-t Frye's supreme system cannot be taught or 

learned, let alone further developed, because it is made up 

of impenetrable paradox, profound incoherence! and a bold 

but ultimately arbitrary disregard for the facts of literary 

experience 11 1 At t.he close of his article ~ "Mr. Frye and 

Evalua·tion If 1 John Frazer refers to Frye as II someonE~ vl110 is 

probably doing more to bring discredit. upon literary E3tujies 

than anyone eIss now writing ll
•

2 
W. 1(. \.i]'imsa-tt writ:es Di."ar 

the beginning of his essay on Frye: III always write 

respect.fully of literary theoris-ts ,,3 but by the end it is 

impossible t:o agree wit-:h him; "Poet.ry i-tself is nowadays 

C011ce:LvccI( at leas-t by sorne of our 11'lo:re. progressiv-e tliil1kers," 

k . 1 f f h t . b Id . . . "] H 4 as a .l.nc 0-. -orgery f t a' 18, a 0 VJ_Sl,onary rll.:U'.:'ca.ce . 

It is not difficult to see why Frye is so contro-

versial. He proposes a structure for literary criticism 

whi ch \Jill include wi-thin its conceptual scheme all the 

effort.s of other men. Despite his disclaimers he clearly 

in{:c-mds to provide "a conceptual frarnevlOrk which criticism 

alone possesses ,,5 with t::he syst~em described in the Ana·tomy> 

42 
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reacher I a man of hubris. His proclivity for est:.ablishing 

categories is seen from the early An.9t?..!:~ty to his recen·t 

article in !?_~edal~~~_ in wh.ich he talks of the "myth of 

concern II r 6 1-.118 IImyth of freedom" 7 and the Il e ducat.ional 

con·tract".8 It often ma](es his work almost incomprehensiJ)le 

wi t:.h()ut:. G. srlossary. Wimsat.t: has shovm that Frye recently 

d h ' 'tl" 9 oes not use 1S own terms W1-~ cons1stency. Frye ma.y be 

right in believing that t.he language lacks terms for some 

of his distinctions; but it is arguable that the obscure 

terminology is somet:.imes used as a disguise. U1t.irnat.ely, a c .. , 

definition succeeds definition I the reader begins to suspect 

Frye of creat.ing an iinagina.t.i ve universe of his own, 'l'he 

rei terat.ed argument: that: crit.icism is no·t parasitic clears 

the ground for such crea·tion. Frye tells us that the 

J'.1enippean satire or anat.omy "At its most concent.rated . 

presents us with a vision of the world in terms of a single 

intellectual pat.t.ern. The intellectual structure built up 

from the story makes for violent. dislocations in the custo-

mary logic of na.rra·ti ve I though the appearance of careless--

ness that results reflec1:::s only ·the carelessness of the 

reader or his tendency to judge by a novel-centered con-

+- ' ~ f' t' II 10 cep_lon or lC lon . Whi.le delivering a sharp rap on t.he 

knuckles to his critics f Frye is also ident.ifying his mVD 

II intellectual struc·ture II as I in a certain sense f a II vision II • 

rrhe careful tlleJ:-e fore I be surprised when 

he reads in the recent article in Daedalus that: H'J;'he 
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func-cion of criticism is to go on doing what_ literature 

. t If d ,,11 1_ -se - oes . The reader I s annoyance at finding -chat what 

is proclaimed as "an impersonal body of consolidating 

knowledge ll12 is really a Neo~Blakean construct, is surely 

qui t.e comprehensible. 

Equally disturbing are the brief world histories of 

the imagina-tion which Frye introduces into the ~2~.~!-01~¥-, 

'l'hey ska-te over so many issu_es which to others seem crucial 

tha-t they tend to provoke derision. More infuriating is 

the patronising- a-tti tude adopted -to t.hose who isola'te as 

crucial the issues which Frye ignores: "belief [associated 

with historical fact] is really a vOluntarily induced 

schizophrenia, and is probably a fruitful source of the 

infantilism and the hysterical anxieties about belief which 

are so frequently found in the neighbourhood of religion, at 

1 .. . . 1 II 13 east 111 1ts more uncr1tlca, areas. Had Frye been around 

to inform Nietzsche that the modern crisis of belief "is 

really a crisis in understanding t_he language of belief"liJ: 

the latter would not perhaps have spent the last year 

of his life in an asylum. 

S~~..?l,_~::,h..:iJ.2. those who differ from Frye are rhetorically 

"deprived of responsibil~ty: IIToday f most, responsible 

theologians would agree that the statement 'There is a God' 

'.r.: -L ,~ 1" d 1" f' II 15 1S o_c very _ J_t:t_Le re 19lOUS an no mora s) 9-n1 1cance . 
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The rancor such s-tatemenJcs provoke will not_ f however 1 lead 

t,o a greater unders-tanding' of Frye f though it is often an 

aspect of the response his work occasions. It will be more 

profitable to examine his article: IICri-ticism; Visible and 

Invisible"16 in order to show how his rhetoric is used to 

avoid making essen'cial c1istinc-tions between good and bad 

evaluati ve cri -ticism. 

In this article Frye c1ist:.inguishes between knmvledge 

and wisdom, for which he uses the terms dianoia. and nous: 

"nous is it i.s the 

relation bet:vJeen knower and. known tlwt: is differen-t. The 

difference is tha't somethil1g cOl1ceFtual has become exi.sten--

t ' }" 17 la _ . S ' III 't 'd ' , , 11 18 .lnce 1 tera--ure presents tne same J.sJc1nct:Lon 

only the d~:5!l~i~ of literature Can be directly t.aught. As 

in the Polemical In·troduction to t:he An!~"!::~!1Y. the experience 

of literature and the body of knowledge which for Frye 

constitutes Ifcriticism" are rigorously distinguished. Hhile 

Frye does not deny the existence of the nous of literature 

and puts a high price on it -- "Nothing we can teach a 

student is an acceptable substitute for the faith that a 

higher kind of cont.ac-t wi th literature is possible ,,19 

critici.sm is always cu:t off from it. Literary criticism 

• cannot, therefore, be concerned with wisdom. 

He then. goes on to give his reasons for the con-

viction that. evaluation can have no place in his pubescent 

social sciu -~: "Criticism [which sees Skelton and Wyatt 
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as I lesser I poets] ha.d t.O be superceded by a democratising 

of literary ex.l?erience, not. merely to do justice to under-' 

rated poets, but to revise the whole attitude to literature 

in which a poet could be ~judged by standards derived from 

anoJcher poe't { however much I greater I Ii. 20 This is clearly 

no substantial criticism of evaluation in itself but only 

of its weaker examples where a poet is judged "by standards 

derived from ano·ther poet". Evaluat~ive criJcicism, Frye 

continues, depends on the idea of taste: liThe concep-tion of 

tast8 is a popular one because it confers great social 

. tr . I' " 21 prest.~lge on ,).e CLLl.:lC·. In view of the earlier emphasi.s 

on the word "democra'tisin':jl! it: beCOmefJ clear tha't '[:his is 

by no means an objective argument; it is, ra·ther f the 

playing of one social prejudice against another. Frye would 

be quite right to censure the stand of "taste" if it were 

merely being used by a critic to increase his "social 

. 1121 b t . f tl' . pres·tlge U" l - 'l1.S lS so f Frye convicts himself of the 

same malpractice: what is ·the following sentence if it is 

not an evalu.ative comment.? "Ezra Pound, rr. S. Eliot, 

Middleton Murray, F. R. Leavis, are only a few of the eminent 

critics who have abused Milton. Milton's greatness as a 

poe't is unaffected by this. It is evaluation, 

furthermore, which admits no ~uestioning. Whatever may be 

said of the inappropriateness of Leavis! at:-Lempt in his work 

on Paradise LS:?s'~, to apply the criteria of lyric poe'try to 

epic poetry, he ~id at least argue his point. In Frye there 
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is evaluation masquerading' as fj:nal sta·tement. The evalna·· 

tive stance is usually caricatured in Frye as one which only 

penni ts purely negative or posi ti ve judgements, But one of 

the characteristic terms in the critical vocabulary of 

Leavis I whom Frye implicitly attacks in most of hi.s discus-· 

sions of evaluaL: - :1 f is the word IIplacing li . This word suggests 

tha·t the procedure is far more discriminating and sulYtle 

than Frye allows. Frye goes on to caricature further. .\ 

Talking of the IIX is a felil ure because II formula I he writes: 

linothing can follow 'because' except some kind of pseudo-

critical moral • II 23 anx::..et.y For Frye the critical sphere is 

one in VJhich only demonst.rable factual knowledge is permi tt:ec1. 

Intangibles such as wisdom, intangible because based on 

subjecti ve preference, can have no place t.here. Wise and 

foolish vc~lue j t:tdgements Rre r therefore I dismissed en bloc 

as the products of "pseudo-cri t:ical moral anxie-ty". 23 

l-iftcr anoUl.er judgement -_. "Eliot's 'Pruf:r:ock' [isJ one of the 

. 24 most. penetrai:il19 poems of our t:1.Ine H -- Frye wri t:es: 

" . as one goes on [reading t.hrough the recent reprint of 

. concern, which is 

t:here and is a very real virtue f ge'ls deflected a·t some 

crucia.l point, and is prevented from fully emerging out. of 

the shadow-·battle of anxieties".25 Frye docs not tell us 

. lIt h . precls9_Y w~ere ~ 1S cru~cial point is; bu·t more important 

critics a.re dismissed as mere "shadull-bat.tlc[s]II . l\pparent.ly 
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Scrut~~~. diagnosis of modernity was merely a superficial 

one, probably based on a castration complex. 

Consider the following passage: 

There are t.wo con·t.exts in which a work of Ii ter
ature is potential, an internal context and an 
external one. Internally, the writer has a 
potential theme and tries ·to ac·tualise it. in what 
he writes. Externally, the literary work, 
actuo.lised in iJeself y becomes a po·tential 
experience for student, critic, or reader. A 
"bad ll poem or novel is one in which, so the 
critic feels( a potential literary experience 
has not been act.ualised. Such a judgement 
implies a consensus: Hie critic speaks for all 
critics, even if he happens to be wrong. But 
an actualised work of literature may still fail 
to become an actualised experience for i t.s 
reader. ']'he :judgement here implies withdrawal 
from a consensus: however many critics may like 
this 1 don I t. The fi:r:st type of judgement be~ 
longs primarily to the critical reaction to con
temporary Ii t:era·tu:ce, reviewing and the like f 
where a variety of new au.thors are st.:cuggling 
to establish their a~thority. The second type 
belongs primarily to the tactics of critical 
pressure groups tha·t attempt to redis·tribut.e 
the traditional valuations of the writers of the 
pas t in orde:c to display certain nevI wri tel's, 
usually including themsel~esr to better advantage. 
There is no genuinely critical reason for 
"revaluation". Bot.h activities correspond in the 
sexual life to what Freud calls the "polymorphous 
perverse ", the preliminaries of contact. wi t:h the 
object. Judicial criticism, or reviewing, is 
necessarily incomplet.e: iJe co.n never free itself 
from historical variables such as the direct 
appeal of certain in~-group conventions to the 
sophisticated critic.26 

Here again is the simplification which suggests that 

evaluation cannot progress beyond a grunt of "Good" or "Bad". 

There is also a reducti6n of the role of critic to an arbiter 

of the quality of Ii terary technique. Henry B. veat.ch is 
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irony is rather heavy-handed bu:t this comment on a passage 

in Clarendon is to the point here: 

.one can, if one wishes -- and perhaps one 
must, if one is a professor of Englishliterat.ure 
-- let oneself be transported into raptures over 
the excellence of Clarendon's literary art as 
displayed in this passage. Yet it would seem that 
the really significant thing about the piece is 
not merely that it is so well done, but tha·t it 
is so undeniably informative and instruc·tive. 
It. tells something about the man, Thomas \~entworth: 
as well as something about man and human life .~.
and what it tells is true, is significant, and 27 
is of a sort that any human being needs to know. 

'l'he critic, even as Frye depicts him in his most recent 

w:ci tings; especia.lly the article in !2.~~:dalus, is concerned 

·wi·th the way in which the knowledge he has accumulated c~an 

be related to the world around him. He is not just C011-

cerned with whether or not the experience is "ac·tualised" 

but with the quality of the communication. Secondly the 

evaluative critic only becomes a dictator if.he is read by 

uncritical minds; he present.s an account of the work which 

he has tried to strip of eccentricity; and agre~ment on the 

account obviously precedes agreement as. to value. He does 

not categorj.se works into the actualised or the non-actualised; 

he attempJcs to shmv Whtlt is comillUnicated and to evaluate 

tha.t communica·tion. The rheto:cic in t.he sentence beginning: 

"The second type. ." relies on the assum.pt::ion that. we find 

throughou·t Frye ·that "Jud.icial cri·ticism .can never free 

itself from historical variables". Only a fool or a saint 

could claim t.ha·t his s'candpoint was based securely upon a 
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cOInplete comprehension of eternal verity. But some responses 

are more dependent on historical variables t:han ot:hers i some 

readings are more idiosyncratic than others. Frye himself 

of the way in which he ,.vas able to purge his own response 

of em irrelevant associaJcion. He concludes: IIThis purely 

subjective and associative response did not interfere with 

my actual critical judgement".28 It may be that, as Frye 

says: "Every deliberately constructed. hierarchy of values in 

literature known to me is based on a concealed social, moral· 

or .] ] " 29 . lnt.e .. leC'tua._ analo f;3"y i bu·t thlS need be no reason to 

att.empt to make cri ticism vallie",· free 0 It is rather a spur 

t:o seek a standpoint: based on an (inevi-tably dim) appre-· 

hension of truth. The fashionable cynicism of the final 

phrase: "in order to display certain new writers, usually 

including themselves, to better advantage" can be easily 

dismissed. It is based on the assumption tha-t the worst 

practices of a small minority of poet--cri tics 1nevi tably 

discredi t the a-ttempts of all others. The reference to 

Freud connects with Frye's present use of the word lI anxiety ".30 

The implici i:: suggestion is that any moral intensity must find 

its roots in maladjustment, and that the crit:icisms displaying 

.it would be of more interest to the psychoanalyst than the 

seeker a.fter knowledge. But finer c1istincb .. ons than this 

can be made. It is possible to admire the early work of Yvor 
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Winters and to find his last book f ~orn2.~_?f _12isco·v:~'r~> to be 

flawed by precisely the sort of anxieties t_hat Frye sugges-ts 

are an attribute of all evaluative criticism. 

'J?he at·teml:::.t to displace evaluation fron1 its central 

place in Ii terary criticism is made by Frye wi-th a view to 

enthroni.ng his own method. His totalit.arian claims are made 

to appeo_r more modest in the following passo_ge by t:.he use of 

the innocent phrase "above all ll
: "The central activity of 

criticism, which is the understanding of literature, is 

essentially one of establishing a context for the works of 

literature being studied. This means relating them to other 

things: to their ccmt.ext in the writer! slife, in the 

wri 1::er I s time, in -the history of literature, and above all in 

the total struc·ture of Ii teratu-re itself or what I call the 

31 order of words ll
• But these claims are nevertheless there. 

The highest priority becomes rela~ing rather than judging 

and the categories of the A~~-t~)lny are clearly intended to 

facilitate such relating. If Frye offered his method as a 

helpful handmaiden to the understanding of literature it 

would be acceptable. If he merely sngges-ted -that th(~ post-

ponement of evaluation can of-ten lend to better comprehension 

his emphasis could be considered useful. His insistence 

. on the central importance of the Bible and Classical 

mythology in literary educat.ion is obviously justified. 

His writings bring a daunting intelligence possessed of 

remarkable scholarship i.nto t~he field of Ii terary criticism. 
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His wish to purge criticism of prejudice and his wish to 

establish a value-free body of knowledge are bo·th noble ~ 

But the claims he makes for his method must, nevertheless, 

be rejected. He believes that his system bypasses the 

troubling questions of belief about which all earlier critics 

have squabbled: "I do not believe that there are different 

'schools' of criticism today, attached to different and 

irreconcilable metaphysical assump·tions . ~ In par·ticular, 

the notion that I belong to a school or have invented a 

school of mythical or arche·typal criticism reflect.s no·thing 

b f ' b " 32 ut con -us lon a o'xt me • This claim is quite unacceptable. 

Behind Fryers system is the fact/value distinction33 which 

will be considered in the discussion of the ?:.~1at.omy v!hich 

follows. Frye also makes ce}~tain assumptions concerning' t.he 

essentially religious nature of poetic production which are 

examined in the following paragraphs. 

For Frye, as for Blake, "Inspiration is the artist's 

, . 1 f f tl d' , 't f h' . , t' ,,34 empJ.rlca proo' 0 - 1e 1 Vlru -y 0 ~ l.S l.maglna .].on • Frye 

argues in the Anat<?mx,. that the poet is the Ifmidwife" 35 of 

the poem. He deduces this from the fact that revision is 

possible. The fact "that a poet can make changes in a poem 

not because he likes them better but because they are better, 

shows clearly that the poet has to give birth to the poem 

as it passes J' , • • - II 36 chrough hlS mlnd • But this is not a COD-

vincing argument. The poet may just as well revise in order 

to make his conununication more precise. Frye men·tions 
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Niet_zche as a modern example of an inspire,d crea'tox' ~ Bu-t 

Nietzsche was obviously far from believing that "all 

visionaries speak with the voice of God".37 The passage to 

which Frye refers reads as follows: "If one had the sligh,test 

residue of superstition left in one's system, one could 

hardly reject altogether the idea that one is merely in-

carnationI' merely moutl1piece, merely a medium of over 

38 
powering forces l

'. Niet~schethowever, had rejected every 

residue of superstition. Frye is clearly following- Blake 

in "identifying God witl1 huLU(,Ul. imagination" ~ 39 'J,'his helps 

to explain the religious met,aphors vlhich abound in his 

writings. The title of the article that is being considered, 

"Cri'l~icism, Visible and Invisibls ll is such a metaphor i the 

last paragraph of the Daedalus article hints at one~ in the 

~na't2m¥_ Frye talks of "the st,ill center of the order of 

40 
words", This identification of literature in its variety 

wi th the Wo:cd is isolated in Frye's commen)c on Coleridge 

wri,tten in 1953, four years before the publication of the 

"[Coleridge is led] in criticism to the conception 

of all literature as contained within an order of words 

. 41 ldentical with one personal Word", - This idea, writes 

Frye, is llperl1aps his greater legacy to modern thought 

d .L • ] 1 1 - " 42 an one S~l _ unexp_ored', It, can be profitably compared 

wi.th Shelley' E.~ reference to "that great poem [ofJ all poets ".43 

largely sup;y\:'essing the transcenden'l:al emphasis which is only 
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seldom allow-ed t:o peep through the secular fabric. He is f 

therefore, comrni tted to what: can be considered an ext.reme 

view of the na-ture of li-terature. I-t is a view 1 however I 

which glJ_arant:ees the value of Ii te:cary s-tudies; t.hey became 

t-he conternplation and systematisa-tion of tJ1e \ivord. It_ is T 

likely I therefore, that the reader \Vho does not accep-t 1:his 

view will find difficulty in seeing the value of the 

programme for criticism which Frye delinea-tes. An examina'-

tion of the Anatomz will lead to a consideration of this 

problem and also -to the ot_her assumptions which underlie 

Frye I S mei:hod. 

The fact tha-t F:cye dis-tiflijuishes criticism from-

Ii tera-ture has alJ:eady been noted in the discussion of 

"Cri ticism; Visible and InvisibJ.e". 

distinction is made with the help of scientific analogy: 

"Physics is an organised body of knowledge about nature, and 

a student of it says he is learning physics, not nature. 

Art, like nature, has to be distinguished from the systematic 

. . h' '" II 44 study of 1 t, w1nc_ 1S cr1 t1c1sm . This analogy is mis--

leading. The na-cure which physics studies and considers 

to be morally neu:tral cannot be con1pared "lith ';vo~ks of 

literature which by their very nature embody values. More 

notable is the fact that the critic who wishes to make 

Ii terary criticism autonomous should look t:o other 

disciplines tOJ::- a model for his me-thocl010S1Y. 

_Frye 08-1:ensib1y believes that the irnpor-tation of 
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the principles of other subjects resul-ts in irrelevance and 

has been forced on criticism by a "power vacuum ll
• liAs 

literature is not. itself an organised struct.ure of knowledge, 

the critic has to t:urn to Jche conceptual framework of the 

historian for events i and to that of th.e philosopher for 

'0. ,,45 1 ease This sit.uation has resul·ted in the invocation of 

irrelevant criteria of judgement. This is because criticism 

had not progressed in the way in which the natural and 

social sciences have. If, therefore, criticism follows 

science's lead it will first need to regard the works of 

. Ii tera-ture as "phenomena" ·to be explained in terms of a 

t ] f J ' 'h . t" 1 46 It concep :U<1. ramewor<. W!llC crJ __ :tC.1_sm a one possesses. 

\"ill, therefore 1 have to make "-Lhe assumption of total co·-

herenceo Simple as Jchis assumption appears r i·t t.akes a very 

long time for a science to discover that it is in fact a 

totally intelligible body of knowledge n • 47 Frye gives t_he 

example of lithe birth of physics from 'natural philosophy' 

and of sociology from 'moral philosophy'II.
48 

But while 

sociology may be said to be "a totally 'intelligible body 

of knowledge ll it can hardly be said to contain within itself 

the means to discuss what. it is most important to know. It 

is only by stepping outside the boundaries of the subject 

. tha-t we cem examine whether the knowledge which it is 

providing- is valuable or no·to lie have already examined the 

way in \-vhich Cleant_h Brooks is forced by an excessive and 
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misplaced regard for scient:ific achievemen-t to accept science 

as -the sublunary arbiter of truth. We find that in Frye the 

regard for scientific progress is, in one sense, the deepest 

motiva-tion for his arguments. While Frye claims t.O be 

freeing criticism from th? bondage of other disciplines he 

is 1 in fac-t [ by choosing another discipline as a model for 

hi.s methodology, merely changing the prison. Furthermore 

cri.ticism is chained by Frye to disciplines within which the 

most importan-t quesJcion mEm asks, "hovl to live? I! cannot:. be 

discussed. He does not avoid moro_l commi-tments by this 

approach. For the de-termination to make a human act_ivi.ty 

value free l-' c' ,,, r in itself l a moral commitment:. 

The distinction_ bet.vJeen facts and values is clearly 

made in the following- passage: "Shakespeare, we say was one 

of a group of English drama-tists working around 1600, and 

also one of the great poets of the world. The first part of 

this is a sta-tement of fac-t r -the second a value j udgell1ent 

so generally accept_ed as to pass for a sta-tem.en-t of fac-t. 

But it. is not a stat.ement of facL It remains a v~lue 

j udgemen-t, and not a shred of systematic cri tid.sm can ever 

be at-tached to 'J...II 49 
l L.. • rfhis is -true only on Frye I s premises. 

Consider Macbet.h I s speech which begins: lIIf i-t were done 

when I tis done I "chen I t.were well/It were donequicklY-f". 



After enumerating some impossible conditions: "If it were 

done . .if the assassination. .that but this blowll 

Macbe'th says that were Jehey fulfilled f "We I d jump the life 

to come". But his mind, alt.hough i·t .is fighting to throw 

off any Ttl:)ral fetters f is unable to do so: 

this even-handed jus·tice 
Commends the ingredien'i:s of our poison I d chalice 
To our own 1ipso 
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Despite his declared willingness t_o "jump the life to come II 

his use of the phrase Hdeep damna·tion II shows an internal 

acceptance of evaluations which his conscious mind is 

attempt.ing to reject. He displays his awareness of the 

motive driving him to the deed: 

I have no apur 
'1'0 prick the sides of my intent, bU.t only 
Vaulting ambition . 

The unworthiness of the nature is emphasised by his own 

earlier invocation of moral cri t.ei'ia ilT,plici·t in the words 

"tl_-ustl!, "meek!!, "clear". This speech present.s us with 

certain fact~s abou·t Macbe·th which r while helping to illust.rate 

his nature, also lead us to understand him and to ~valuate 

his ac·tions. Here is a man unable i.:o cut himself loose from 

the moral s·tric·tures he is attempting to deny. Wh.en he goe s 

ag-ainst his nature as man f life becomes u-tt.erly meaningless 

for him, as y.7e see in the speech beginning I!Tomorrow rand 

tomorrm,,', and t.omorrow": ':['his tells us something which is 

The fact. 

tha·t Shakespeare is.- through the charcec'cer of ]\lacbe·th 



illustratin9 for us something "of a sort that any human 

being- needs to knovl,,50 makes his writ.ing- valuable. The 

preceding account is no more than a crude summary of t:he 

passage i it is 1 however 1 not. necessary for t.he present 

argument to show the way in which the poet avoids mere 

moralising conm1onplace by doing justice to the complexity 
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of experience. 51 Frye says that "all conunen·tary is a1legori·" 

1 . t t . ., 5 2 d h 1 h f - " ca 1n.erpreta -J_on an per aps t-: 1e commen-tary ere 0 :t:ereo 

is more crudely allegorical than it should be. Bu't it has 

perhaps been shown that Shakespeare's greatness as a poet 

is not so indemonstrable as Frye believes. 

I,ater in his int:roduc·tion Frye refers to the roode:cn 

progress in the study of ethics, which, he says, should be 

taken by criticism as an example: 

Criticism, in short, and aes'thet.ics generally f must 
learn to do what ethics has already done. There 
was a time when ethics could t.ake ·the simple form 
of comparing what man does with what he ought to 
do, known as the good. The "good" invariably turned 
out to be whq.tever the author of the book was 
accus·tomed to and found sanctioned by his community. 
E-thical writers now, though they still have va,lues r 

tend to look at their problems rather differently. 
But a procedure \'Thich is hopelessly outmoded in 
et.hics is still in vogue among writers on aesthetic 
problems. 53 

The third sentence 1S historicist in the sense in which 

George P. Grant defines historicism as "the belief that the 

'values of any culture we,re relative t.o the absolut:e pre· .. 

suppositions of that cult:ure which were themselves his·torical1y 

determined, and tha·t t.herefore men could not. in their 
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. 1 h . h" 54 reasonl.ng transcenc t~ eJ_r own epoc. . Secondly r what. Frye 

assumes is a great leap fon-lard in e·thics has been referred 

to by Mary Harnock as "t.he increasing triviality of the 

55 subjectll. We need not labour the point. It has become 

increasingly clear that Frye, for all his denials, is taking 

up a philosophical position. As George P. Grant puts it: 

" .the fact-value distinction is not self-evident, as is 

of·ten claimed . I·t assurYles a particular account of moral 

. 0. d . 1 f b' ,. 11
56 ~ JU gement, an l a partl.cu ar account 0: 0 Jectlvlty anCl 

he goes on to talk of the "me·taphysical roots of the fae·t--

1 1::' d" -' ... . II 57 va.ue lstlnctlon. It follows that by espousing Frye's 

critical method we are involved., perhaps unwittingly, in 

a metaphysi cal embrace with assump·tions t.hat I seen for what 

they are, could lose their attraction. Let us rehearse 

Frye IS argumen·t: literary values cannot be deduced from 

litera:cy' facts; such values are merely subjec·tive preferences 

or the result of social prejudices; subjective preferences 

cannot cansti tute knowledge i criticism mus·t I like science f 

constitute an ever-·growing body of knowledg'e; such knmvledgcc! 

must r therefore 1 be gathered by a value'-free inductive analysis 

of literary phenomena. But before this analysis can take 

place some account has to be ·taken of the fact t:hat~ much of 

what is generall)! accepted as ,1i terat.ure seems to be int~e--

gralJ.y involved with values., Some t.heory ha:3; therefore r 

to be found v1hic11 will minimise t:his asp8ct of Ii tera·ture. 
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Certain sentences in t.he ~l]-at~..!:x. --- Ii a poem I s meaning 

, , 11' " b ,-58 1S lltera .y 1tS pattern or 1ntegr1ty as aver al structure' 

or "What the poem mean·t to say f t.llen f is, literally the poem 

. - 59 1 tselfll -- sound as if they were wri tt:en by the young 

Clean·th Brooks. Such statelnents involve t:he reader in all 

the problems of formalism which were disclJ.ssed in the essay 

on Brooks. Frye is quite unequivocal in asserting that 

"verbal s·tructures may be classified according t.o whether 

the f1.n<:.1::. diree·tion of meaning is outward or inward. In 

descriptive or assertive wri·ting the final direct.ion is 

out.ward . .In all literary verbal structures the final 

d ' , f . . ' 1" 60 lrectlon o_~ mean:Lng )_s J..nwarc In literature it is 

foolish to demand a conLTnon~sense account of reality. 

"Literaxy meaning may best be described l perhaps, as 

hypotheticaL ,,61 Frye talks of "the great strength of 

~1 I' 11
62 d b I' th .L IItl h" -syl~.--?~}.:.§'E1~. an e_ 18ves _ a l... Ie ac, J.evJ_ng ot an 

acceptable theory of literal meaning in cri t:icism rests on 

1 . 1 d -- t' I' II 63 a re at1 ve .. y recent evelopmen 11l 1 t.erature . He is 

accepting the idea, which was found in the earlier chapter 

on Brooks to stern from Kanjc f tha·t Ii terat.ure offers different 

II symbolic formula·tions 11
6 4 of reality which cannot be compared 

to any higher reali ·ty established by, say f logic. Frye 

P follows Blake in believing t.hat "the world "1/18 desire and 

create with our iroaginations is bo·th better and more real 

65 than 'che world we see n • It. is true tha·t Frye has wri t·ten 
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that IlLi terature is clearly as much a 'technique of conmmni·-

. . '. b] t " 66 catlon as assoclatlve ver a, s ructures are . But what: is 

communicated is one man's vision or belief. Since as Blake 

put.s it IlEvery thing possible to be believed is an image of 

truth II ,67 every conum.micat.ion becomes unique and autonomous 

and cannot: be compared to any absolute s tanc1ard of tru·th. 

Cri.ticism can do no more than seek formttl parallels. 

The analogies wi,th musi c which occur throughout 

68 
the -?\na,:t::.omy' also suggest that the emphasis, at this stage 

of Frye I s cri ti.cisH1 r is upon the formal aspects of Ii t,era·ture. 

At the beg'inning of the third essay of the !'.:?;l.a'tomy_ we fi.nd 

an analogy with painting: "In the ar't of paintfng 

easy to see bO'th struct,ural and representational elemen'ts!!. 69 

In the paragraph which takes this analogy further, Frye 

tells us that we must II si.-:.and back 11 from a work of l.:i. terature 

t h ill 1 . t' II 70 osee t e arcletypa organlsa ,lon . Grant:.ed such a 

formalism, t.he unifying concept.ual framework of the discipline 

will necessarily be one which sets togeJt:her the' pat:t.erns 

which works have in common. As Frye put it in. 1I1-1yt,h f Fiction 

and Displacemen·t II : IIIn literature, whatever has a shape has 

tl ' 1 1 Ii 71 a my' .1.1.ca slape. The very fact that he tends to see 

Ii terary works in space ra,ther than in timE! demonstra·tes an 

insisJccncc on the formal a't ,the expense of the communicati'le < 

Frye's denial of the essentially centrifugal aspect 

of literary works is essential for his frequent attacks on 

7? 
censo:rship'~' wlli eh hE: associates with evaluative cd,·ticisrr, 
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throughou·t his published work. He believes that:. Jche basis 

of censorship is lithe belief that good and bad can be 

. '" ,. 73 determined as ].nherent quaIl tles ln tne ll·terary work II . 

For Frye this is not so: "the difference between good and 

bad is not something inherent in literary works t.hemselves 

but the difference behleen two ways of using literary 

experience II 74 Furthermore, to see cmy clear line of 

IIconnexionu75 between literature and life is to pervert one's 

reading. All worJ(s exist in a world of possibility. To 

watch horror and cruelty on the stage is, for Frye t to 

experience "the exhilaration of st.anding apart from Jchem and 

being able to see t.hem for what they axe Ii. 76 ~C'he mo:ce. we 

~xperience such hoi t:at.ions "the less likely we are to find 

th ' k' 1 ' J . 1 "h' II 7 7 an un ln 1ng p.easure ln erue. or eVl. ~_lngs . Frye is 

inconsistent; he first says that literature is neither 

good nor bad but can only be used well or ill; he goes on 

to poin·t to the inevi t.abili ty of moral im]?rovement from 

the experience of Ii terat.ure. But Frye's is not the only 

way of seeing the effects of literature. A work offers 

an account of one aspect of our life t or, if it is a great 

one, of much that seems most: impori::.ant in life. The very 

fact that it is an account, an interpretation, prevents it 

from ever being purely negative. No work merely presen·ts - , 

life. Because of the very nat:'l1re of language it is extremely 

difficul t, perhaps impossible f to avoid implicit evaluaJcions 



of the subj ect mat.ter which i.s presented in any Ii. terary 

work. If this is so it is clear that literary works are 

inherently ethical. It is, therefore, possible to judge 

Ii terary vlOrks from an ultimately et:hical s·candpoint. But 

the judgemen'c is never a simple beatificat:ion or excommuni-

cation. The critic is able, like Siddhartha in Hesse's 

novel I to see tha·t there are different ways for different-=. 

men. The Christi.an willI however I be unable to view 1.:h.e 

account of life given in Henry Miller's ~roJ2ic of __ 5an~_~r 

as the nobles'c and bes·t life. y,7hile he may believe that 

the books of de Sade are essentially pernicious, he will not 

burtl t.hem because he has the highest regard for the 

individual's freedom to discriminate. All that is left 

to him is rational argument and comparison between "lOrks 

based upon rational argument. He could offer 'l~olst;oi J s 

as an alternative view of human sexuality to de sade's.78 

Frye heaps scorn on this position in his essay II R.eflec-!::ions 

. M" II 79 J..n a 1rror, He says t.hat. if studen·ts are taught. Rimbaud 

or Kafka or Lawrence or Dostoyevsky liThe result is that the 

students write more or less compet.ent essays about the 

passion I power f anguish I etc 0 f of these authors and go on 

about their business, ~/lhile the teacher is in t:he position 

of sayirig, like a chairman at a lecture, 'I am sure we are all 

deeply grat:eful to Mr" -Rimbaud (and the others) for having 

contributed such a distinctive note to our understanding 

of human lifelll.80 This is a vulgar caricature of potentially 
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noble pedag-ogic endeavour:, Frye does 1 however 1 despite 

quibbles later in the paragraph. r concede 'chat thi13 manner of 

teaching literature is possible. Another conclusion from the 

facts which Frye det.ailE:> is t,herefore possible. He want.s 

cri.ticism 'co retreat from direct expe:ci(~nce int.o 21 realm in 

which talk of "moral dignity, intensity and compassion ll81 is 

merely irrelevan·t. Criticism would, on the contrary, do 

better t:o become more robus·t in its response to the works of 

rnoderni ty . It should not merely reflect; it should under-

stand and evaluate. In Frye's own te:cms r the student. he 

refers to are taking as true the evaluat.ioll of authors of 

1 
. . 

tIe )_r0111,0 age. It is significant that it is only 2uthors 

of this age 1:hat he reent.ions. To put it at. its most. ex·treme f 

Plato should be taught beside Nietzsche. Criticism should 

first: attempt to examine what Plat.o and Nietzsche say abo1.J.t 

human life. This examination would ideally take up many life-

times i but meanYlh1.1e t.he critic has t::o live i::he only life he 

is certain of; and in order to do so as a thinking man he 

will have to make provisional ~judgements concerning t:he 

truth of what is said. He may choose '1::0 communicate such 

judgements i but argument should proceed from a vi ta.l aware'-

ness of the fac·t that we can do no more than "see through a 

glass f darklyll. Some degJ:-ee of argeement upon what is sa.io. 

rm.Ist clearly precede any evaluation. 
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Having got centrifugal meaning safely out of "ehe way 

Frye can proceed to lay the foundations of this new body of 

knowledge 0 He frequently denies that his chief purpose 

is mere classification: "The purpose of criticism by genres 

is no·t so It1UcJ:l to classi fy as to clarify such traditions and 

affinities f thereby bringing out a large number of literary 

rela·tionships that would nck be not.iced as long as there were 

no context established for them",82 or "the object is not 

t.o I £i t' poems into categories f bu·t to show empirically how 

conven·tional arche·types get embodied in conventional 

genres II 83 But cri t.icism has always recognised the relevance 

of knowledge of the genre of a vlOrk to -:':h8 task of under·

standing its full mea)Jj_ng~ What., then, is original about 

Frye's scheme if it not a more complete and thorough 

categorisation of literary wo:cks? Cat:egorisation is not 

an end in itself and can only justify itself if it leads to 

frui tful comparison; but wi thin Frye. r s non-·evaluat:i ve. syst.em 

there is no room for such comparison. If we ret:urn for a 

moment: to the analogy with t.he natural sciences we find that. 

the mastery of a body of knowledge abOllt nat.ure 1 called 

physics can lead to technology which at least has potential 

value i.n improvin.g human life... Master:y of a body of kn.owledge 

'about literature, however I will lead to a criticism which 

can only be its own justification. Frye says that: liThe 

original e~perience [of literature] is like the direct vision 
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of color, or the direct sensation of heat or cold, that 

physics 'explains' in what, from the point of vie"l of t.he 

experience itself is a quite irrelevant way".84 The analogy 

breaks down when we realise that seeing the color green and 

rectding ~b~th are not x'eally similar experiences. Sensation 

does not involve the rational mind in t.he same way as does 

a complex literary work., The explanation of Macbeth by a 

me·thodo10gy derived from physics is t.herefore likely to 

prove ul tima;l:ely Ilqui te irrelevant ". 

Frye seems t:o realise that if values are deliber~tely 

ignored in the "phenomena" f t.hey will find no legitimate 

place in the conclusions derived from the study of those 

phenomenai so he tries to intToduce them by the back door. 

He says that t.he ?:\!.~~!:omx n-takes' certain Ii terary values for 

~ ~ II 85 granted as fully established by cTi tical experJ_ence f and 

taking their warrant from this ·o.ssertion va1ue--judgements 

are found scattered thick in the 1'~na·tomy. They can only 
--~~--..:.::-

be fitted into Frye I s sys·tew by insis·ting on the distinction 

between experience and criticism. Crit:icism cannot have 

any business wi·th value judgements bu·t the experience itself 

in a mysterious way establishes them. The Hdirect experience 

which is central to cri ticism ll is "forever exchlded from 

.. t" 86 • 1 • In the private realm \ve may find George Elio·t bette]:-

than Spillane, but we cannot say so in the public realm of 

cri ticism. Criticism is thus cut off from all tha·t is most_ 
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urgen-t in our contac-t with Ii terat_ure. If 1 howev-sr f Frye 

stuck to his distinction, we could admire his consistency. 

Bu-t when he writes in the An~t-o~y' --. "There is no reason 

why a sociologis-t should no-t work exclusively on literary 

mat_erial, but if he does he should pay no attention "1.-:0 

literary values. In his field Hora-tio Alger and the writer 

of the Elsie books may well be more important:. than Havrthorne 

87 or 1Ylelville II .-- it is impossible to ignore the fac-t t_hat 

Frye offers no warrant for these literary values. Since they 

have been relegated to the domain of subjective preference, 

there t.hey must_ remain. Consequently the critic can give no 

intelligible reason in public for working on Milton rat~er 

88 than Blackmore. This is obviously to create artificial 

distinctions which verge on the absurd. Frye's reluc-tance 

to abandon value-·judgernent.s comple-tely is I however 1 under~ 

standable F because he is constan-tly aware of the need to 

justify tb_e study of literature. r1'he critic who will 

justify his s'cudy mus-t first_ become to-t.ally catholic in 

taste; "He develops from hero--worship i::owards total and 

indiscriminate acceptance: there is nothing 'in his field' 

that he is not prepared to read with interest ll
•

89 Frye's 

account is again essentially artificial because it is 

. clearly impossj ble for an~{one to read e-verything II in his 

field II " As J-ohn Frazer ironically pub; l t ~ "Personally 

I have read! I suppose, almos-t all of the agreeable Australian 
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detecti v'e n.ove18 of 1'-~rt.hur Upfield r and there is certainly 

not.hing qui·te like i::.hem, but I doubt that. we shall ever see 

a course in ·them made compulsory for graduate students at. 

'r t II 90 .oron:o .' But let us conceive of a voracious and energetic 

reader VJllo has mas·tered his II field II. He wilJ. turn to what 

Ji'r'ye calls Uethical criticism": "He may call this ethica.l. 

cri U.cism, interpreting' ethics not as a rhetorical comparison 

of social facts to predetermined values, but as the con-

91 sciousness of the presence of socie-ty". 'I'his is 

excep-tionally vague and the next sentence is no more precise: 

liAs a critical category this would be the sense of t.he real 

f ' . - h . t II 92 presence 0:- CUoL ture 2n t. e COlTll11Unl y • But Frye has told 

us neither wha.t he understands by culture nor the manner in 

which the IIreal presence" will make itself felt. His syst:.em 

would seem to have made it impossible for t.he views' of life 

embodied in the works of the past to be validly compared with 

the views of life in the vlOrks of the present. But we find 

that this is precisely what Frye desires: IIEthical criticism, 

t.hen r dea.ls with art as a communication frOHt the past to tll.e 

present, and is based on the conception of the total and 

91 
simultaneous possession of past culture". - We are, we 

assume, to possess the imaginative, (in Frye's term;:=;) y views 

of life of Plato and Nietzsche but, t'o make no judgeIL1ent:: 

liThe dialectic axis of criticism, then, has as one pole the 

total acceptance of the data of literature l and as the other 
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94 the total B_cceptance of the pot.enU .. al values of that dat.a". 

Reality does not really intrude on Frye to make choice be-

tvleen mutually exclusive llpot.enti.3.1 valU!~s II impossible to 

avoid. 

E'or the F'rye of the ~~!:'2,!!:~l. skep·ticism is imperative~ 

II One I S definite posi·tion is one I s weakness I )che SOllrce of 

one IS liability t.o error and prej·udice" ~ 95 But one could as 

well say that one's definite position is one's strength, 

the source of one's liability to truth and tolerance. A 

fuller discussion of this point must however r be postponed 

until we have more fully examined Frye's development. He 

wri tes in the ~!2~~..!!W of lithe concept_ion of art o.s having 

a relation to reality which is neither direct nor negative, 

b . 111 96 ut potent1a • The ultimately Kantain ba~is of his 

convictions again becomes evident when he talks of "the 

concep·tion. of literature as existing in its own universe f 

no 10llg-er a conunent:ary of life and reality f bu·t con·taining 

, 1 -,-' <'h·' ,,97 Ilfe and reality in a system of verbal re aLlon~ 11'S • 

There is no reality which can claim superior authority; the 

works of the imagination contain reali t.y themsel vas. If all the 

the imaginative creations are set together they can be seen 

to offer infinite possibilities. We are back once again to 

Blake and t:o the earlier qnot.ation from Coleridge. In the . 
following. passage. Frye hardly supresses the transcendental 
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emphasis: liThe study of Ii terature t:akes us toward seeing 

poetry as the imitation of infinite social action and in-

finite human thought, the mind of a man who is all men, the 

uni versal creat:i ve wOJ.::d which is all won3.s". 9 8 It. becomes 

clearer that for Frye the undiscriminating acceptance of 

all visions of life has religious signi ficance al·though 

this significance is rigorously and artificially excluded 

from the shrinking body of the true criticism: "About this 

man and word we can, speaking as critics, say only one thing 

ontologically: Vle have no reason to suppose either that they 

exist or tha-t they do not exist ll
• 99 We shall now proceed 

to e.xamine. the way in which Frye develops this idea within 

the bounds of what he conceives as true criticism. 

Frye believes that understanding of the arts has 

d d 1 h . tId I' f .. f" t II 10 0 progresse an t1at t lS las .e. to a 're:lnlng 0 SOCle y • 

While H·there is no reason why a great poet should be a wise 

and good man, or even a tolerable human being ••• there 

is every reason whey his reader should be improved in his 

1 · 1 t f ~ . l' II 10 1 lumanl ty as a resu '. 0: reaaJ.ng 11m • But_ how can 

cri ticislTl J• as Frye conceives it f be involved in -this 

amelioration of the individual? For the value-free body 

of knmvledg-e wi 11 inevitably be; like the knowledge of 

• na-ture found in physics I mo:cally neutralQ Value feelings 

arise from direc'c e:xperience and they canno-t be discussed 

wi thin the realm of t.rue cri ticisrr .• The improvement of 

the indivic1ual can, therefore, only take place in haphazard 
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fashion and cannot be ordered or directed by criticism itself. 

One of the ethical effects Frye envisages stemming from 

criticism is detachment from unthinking social prejudice: 

"The goal of e·thical cri·ticism is transvaluat~ion, the ability 

t.o look at con·temporary ;30cial values wi·th the detachment of 

one who is able to compare t.hem in some degree with t.he 

infinite vision of possibilities presented by culture li
•
102 

This is a noble conception of the func·tion of cri t.icism. 

But again Frye does not display the detachment he champions. 

Discussion is not. really possible wi thin his framework because 

the most important quest.ions are already closed~ . "'1'he 

ethical purpose of a liberal education is to liberate, 

which. 9a_~ onlL [my i talic~; J mean to make one capable of 

• • • .f: l' 1 d b 11 103 concelvlng soclety as Lree, c_ass .ess an ur'ane. 

in the Tenta1:ive Conclusion of the, An~t~E!),C sees criticism 

as havin~ social relevance. He advocates his own conception 

of society I s aim, bui.-: he does so with ·the imp1ici t suggestion 

that it permits no quest.ioning: "This idea of complete 

ci vilisa·tion is also t:he implicit moral standard to which 

ethical criticism alwa.ys refers some·thing very different. 

f . I· f 1 I' 104 rom any sys'cem a mora s • The difference is only one 

established by a rhet.oric vlhich J.:elies upon an unfavourable 

-response ,to t.he phrase IIsystem of morals ll
• Frye is taking a 

moral stance which his t:lleoret.ical posi t.ion does not permit 

him and is a·ttempting to avoid the consequences. 
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In the latter half of the Tentative Conclusion Frye 

takes up the distinct,ion he had ma.de between literary and 

non-literary verbal structures/ the ceritripetal and the 

cen'trifugal! and claims that r: all structures in vlOrds are 

t] J t ' 1 d 1 ] '~-D "" 105 par .. y r leOrJ.ca an ,lence .1 L..t!ral.y ~ Thus "the notion 

of a scient:ific or philosophical verbal structure free of 

rhetorical elernents is an illusion". 106 Frye then uses an 

analogy with mathema'tics to ex-tend his argument~ Mathema'tics 

107 begins as "a numerical commentary on the otrtside world ll ~ 

But as the symbolic account: of the vTOrld gi.ven by mathematics 

increases in comprehensiveness "there is a point. G~t which 

it becomes in a measure independen t of that, cormnon field- of 

, h' J -L' 'h 1-' t' Id." 108 exp8LLence v1 I,Cl Vie co., .1_ -C e O,I..>J ec -1 'i/O. v10r . ~ 

Mathematics finally Jcurns in'to a, sys'tem which is II concerned 

more and more with its inner integrity, and less and less 

, h 't f t]" I' 109 W1t 1-S re-erence to ex-erna _ cr1ter1a'. Frye beli.eves 

litera-ture as having the same rela-tion to Jche objective world 

as mathematics haso It should move from viewing lI.literature 

f '] " f I' f t I' 't ' , II 110 as re ,eC'CJ.on 0 l'e -0 I, cera ure as aU1:onomOUs .Language . 

"BOUl li,terature and mathema'tics proceed from pos,tulates 1 

t f '" teo 11111 no o.c..:>. It, i.s the same account of reality which was 

reached earlier via Blake and Kant. It is an accounJc which 
. 
Nietzsche took to its disastrous conclusion. Nie'czsche was 

surely right, and not only for himself, when said tllat t-:lle 
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supreme legacy left him by ChrisJcianity was the will to truth. 

He recognised most comprehensively t.he fact. that modern man 

has a choice of horizons wit.hin which to live~ For some, 

there is the possibility of living within a horizon once 

believed to be lI'l'rue I! with the full recognition t.hat it is 

only a horizonQ But for those wi·th a more robust will to 

truth, it is not possible so to live. This is what led 

Nietzsche to construct the Doctrine of the Eternal 

Recurrence; but f for him, even this could provide no frame'" 

work wi thin which to live e What is certain is tha:t he and many 

like him, would never be able to live with the sort of 

skepticism which Frye implicitly advocat.es in tll.e cmal09Y 

wi th mathemaJcics. Tha·t Frye himse1 f does not truly live 

within it can bee seen from the' earlier quotations in which 

his liberalism is at its most doctrinaire. Consider the 

following quotation: "Literature; like mathematics, is 

a language, and a language in itself represents no truth, 

though it may provide the means for expressing any nU.rober of 

them. Bu·t poets and critics alike have always believed 

. . ... +- th II 112 J.n some kJJl.c1 of lmaglnatlve ~.ru , Li tera·ture is not a 

language in the same sense as mathematics. The aspiring 

Ii terary critic is unlikely t.o be conversant wi·th the lates·t 

• developments in mathema:tics. He has genera.lly to rely upon 

discussions wi 1::.h students of the discipline since the 

original Ii tera.ture is impene'Lrable wit.hout the years of 
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training which he lacks" t.ha·t 

applied ma:thematics is a concep·tual sys'cem whicb., by 

abstracting from the wO:;:'ld of everyday reality, is able t.O 

symbolise it and too manipula-te it. It is, therefore, a system 

of knowledge Ylhich has poten·tial for improving human life 

through its practical application. Literature, however, "a 

huge aggregate or miscellaneous pile of discrete 'works'",l14 

offers a vast: number of different accounts of different 

aspec-ts of human experience. Hany of t_hese accoun.t.s are 

cont:radictory [ Blake and Dr. Johnson for example f and in 

·the sublu:nary world distinctions have to be made betwee,n 

them in the interest of intellectual clarity. The critic 

may 1 however f believe t.hat his responsibility is not fulfilled 

by merely making distinctions ( he rnay believe that: once 

distinctions have been made he should evaluate the works he 

has dealt vlith, EvaJ:uation implies a standpoint. It 

develops and is cOillplet:ed by con-tact wi-th the great.est 

evaluat.ions of experience which have been lef-t by men.. 'fhe 

evalua·tive critic, as it has been seen t:ha'c Frye conceives 

of him, sits at a desk rhythmically stamping tJle works before 

him II good" or libad II • But the process of reading and evalua--

tinCi is at. it:s best a dialogue between readE;r and work. From 

numerous dialo':Ju.es certain conclusions emertJe. These con~ 

• clu.sions come to form 2J?- identi·ty of belief \·.;hich ult.imat:ely 

assuroes some consis·tency. It s'cems £)::'om, hut_ is not 

ident.icc_l with t.vhat Frye pejoratively calls "sense,,115 in 
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his essay from E~})les of. ~~er!:.:~i:.:~. called I1l1'he Imaginat:i ve 

and the Ima9inary". Here the issues are clea.r1y de1ineat.ed. 

For Frye, no conclusions concerning the end of man cO.n be 

drawn from ma.n'::; essence, as man. Man is, for Frye, the 

creator "of the o}::der of human existence represented by 

1 ~ 1 t d" I' t' ,,116 SUCl warns as cu . ure an C1Vl loa lon . While Frye accepts 

that t,his stat~ement is only the verdict of "the last two 

centuries" it is "obviously 'true nmv".l17 '1'he belief that 

man's essence is his freedom "instantly puts the creative arts 

in the very cen'tre of human culture". 118 The arts embody 

visions of what life could be and man is free to choose be-

tween t,hem. Man E~hould be continually "remal:.ing the wOl::1d on 

1 - 1 F d' 1 1 ., II ] 19 t'le mode o~ a more .eSlra) e Vl.Slon . We see in the 

following commen't how much Frye's ovm beliefs owe to his 

study of Blake. Once a9ain we are forced to a recog'ni tion 

of the essential arl:ificiali'l:y of the a'ttempt t:o exclude 

personal belief from criticism. It is more honest to 

acknowledge one I s beliefs and t.o be as conscious of them as 

possible; for they will creep in anyway: "For' Blake, mental 

health cbnsisted in the practice of the imagination, a 

pracU,ce exemplified by the artist:, but manifested in every 

act of mankind that proceeds from a vision of a better world. 

Madness r for Blake r v.Jas essentially the atti t.ude of mind that 

we have seen called sense, when regarded as an end in 

~>--~f" 119 
.L 1:.::; e J, .". 

of a golden 

For Frye, as for Blake, it is a "wistful sense 

aae .f f lost but still possible . .[which] gives 
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our minds . . what_ever digTli ty they may possess 11 • 120 The 

emphasis is not upon the fact that:. man I s achievements can 

never match his aspirations. Any account. of cri t_icism which 

t.akes this fact as its first and most important. assumption 

will tend to found i-ts j ud<,;;remen-ts in "sense". Frye I S emphasis 

is upon wha-t is possible for man in his freedom. 'fhe tvlO 

views are irreconcileable. 

In the group of lectures published in 1961 under the 

simply and clearly delineated. He proposes as one of his 

themes an enqu_iry ini::o "the social value of the study of 

11' te)_~at'u]~e I! • 121 - F J" j- 1 _. AS : rye says e _sewnere J .. : t If:"! poet never 

affirms he does not deny either. He still believes that 

lit.erary works exist in a sort of limbo II nei-ther real nor 

J22 unreal II • • He distinguishes between "two worlds, imaginary, 

meaning unreal, and imasrinat.ive, meaning '''hat the writ:er 

produces ll
•
l23 For Frye the primary categories of human 

exis-tence are not subject and object bui.-:. necessity and 

f d 
124 

Tee am. Works of imagination are the e:h"Pression of man's 

,_ 125 
freedom -to conceive of a VJorld that is ent1re.Ly human. 

In the world of the imagination "we recapture, in full 

consciousness, that original lost sense of identity with our 

I
, ,,126 

surrounc1ngs . 

it transcends it. 

natul~e of llly \·.,o:ck 

Art: does not corne to terms with reality, 

Frye'significantly quotes Blake: "The 
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at-t:empt to restore what the ancients call the Golden Age" ,127 

The poe·t I s limi·ts are those. of t.he conceivable not of the 

real. He should "show you a world cornpletely absorbed and 

•. 1, h h . d" 128 possessed uy t e _uman mln . Frye notices "in passing 

that -I.:11e creat.i ve and the nClJ.rot.ic minds have a lot. in 

common" . 129 Frye believes that. the motive for myth waf; a 

sense of aliGnat.ion -:tlhich was best overcome "by identifying 

the human an.d non~human worlds". 130 This process is 

essen·tially metaphoric and it cons·ti tutes "part of the 

language of poe·tryll ,131 When my-th is no longer accepted 

as true, it: is immediat:ely cOH\,rnano.eereo. by the poets. But 

HLitera·ture is still doing t.he same job t:hat myt.hology did 

J
. ,,132 ear.ler . We learn t.ha·t sometimes literature "separates 

this state [of identity] from its opposite, the world we 
] 3 ~ 

don I·t like and \-vant to get away from" .. j By acknowledging 

this fact Frye puts the conception of literature which he 

is here developing in question. For if literature really 

led men to a sense of identity with t.heiJ":· surroundings in 

the same way as myth, it could be considered supra-moral. 

But literature often paints the world as it is or the world 

worse than it is. By the same token by which the rec:r:eation 

of a sense of identity is good, the recreation of a sense 

of alienation is bad. Pyre IS O\\Tn emphasis is f however, on 

the Ii teratllrG of tIle sprj~ng arld SllITnner 
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than that of aut_umn and winter. Frye's argumen-t fails I then f 

to convince on this level of abstraction, but let us examine 

his 9ther points. 

Works of literature,he say~ are centripetal. They 

refer to each other rat,her than to life. Li-tera'Lure I being 

potential, relieves the reader of the burden of truth and 

l ' 134 rea lty. Frye now concedes that "Writers of 

have their own beliefs, and it!s natural to feel a special 

affection for the ones who seem to see -things the same way 

we do " ,135 but 11e does 'tl 'f tl 't 1.-so I'll 1 an evaSlon 0.- ne pOln - Dy 

his use of the word IIseem'i, l::.hough vie recognize it: as an 

evasion necessary for his system. He says that it is 

impossible to judge greatness by one's own standard of 

reali ty. While each poet I s visJ.on provides the fram(:work 

for a belief, such beliefs L'emain "unborn or embryonic". 136 

The critic must continually contempla.te a number of different 

world-views without choosing between them. Frye very 

rightly asks IIwhat is the use of studying a world of 

imagination where any,thing is possible and anything can be 

assumed f where there are no rights or wr.'ong'S and all arguments 

11 d ...,1i 137 are equa _y goo ~ . His answer is firstly that it leads 

to tolerance. 'J~his is the standard argument of the ethical 

·re1a'tivist. It is a.n argument which is challenged by Henry 

Veatch in his book Rational Man. He \vri tes : IIFor one: 

[relativism] implies a greai:er tolerance and understanding 
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of one's fellow meni for another, i.t jus-t:ifi.es the most 

ruthless int.olerance and the arbitrary imposing of one's 

138 
own will upon others". He argues that. " e t:hical relat.i vism 

in any form is a radically inconsistent and thoroughly U11-

t bl 
., II 139 -ena e posltlon . It may seem that such philosophical 

questions are at a very grea·t: distance from the realm of 

practical criticism. But since Frye is a confessed literary 

theoris-t and admits that HAt every step of [hisJ argument there 

are ext_remely complicated philosophical problems 11
140 he can 

best be challenged at the level of his basic assumpi:ions. 

The sort. of skept.icism that_ Frye advocat_es is more likely 

to lead to indifference or to intolerance than to the 

concerned tolerance he approves. 

The ethical movement which a study of literatuie 

promises I which is "peculiarly its own" i 1.4:1 results from t_he 

visionary nature of literature. Frye believes ·that the 

limit of the imagination is "a universe entirely possessed 

and occupied by human life, a city of which the stars are 

, J II 142 SUDUr)S • He is quite wilJ.ing to admit that "Nobody can 

b 1 " h' -c!l 143 e leve In any suc 1 unJ_ver:..:>e . But, for him, it is only 

imagina.tive vision which can fert.ilise reality. It gives us 

II ., ,144 a perspect~L ve and dlmension on reall tyl! . . Frye recognises 

. that such a view entails and s'cresses that "i t_ would be the 

wildest kind of pedantry to use [literatureJ directly as a 

guide t.o life 11. 145 Frye is perhaps only su.bsti bIting his ov.,Tn 
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conception of imagination in the position traditionally 

held by reason. This is indicated by his comment on the 

anecdote of the girls he heard asking each ot.her whether a 

film advertised as the "thrill of a lifetime" was "any 

IIWe may think of [the questioning voice] af:3 t:he 

voice of reason, but it's really the voice of the imagina-

147 tion". For Frye: liThe fundamen-tal job of the imagination 

in ordinary life • .is to produce, out of the society we 

have to live in, a vision of the society we want to live in 

in".14H But Frye admits that there are r on one level t many 

visions of society presented in literature. It is only by 

the use of the faculty of reason that they can be distiriguished. 

No bet·ter modern example of reason used in this \'lay can be 

cited than Leo Strauss I brilliant_ N~ln.ral R.j..ght and His·cory. 

more considered and less polernic a-tti tude towards cri ticisrn. 

at the beginning of t.his chapter is s-till presen-t ...:-

"Li terature as a \'lho1e is not an aggregate of exhibits wi ttl_ 

149 
red and blue ribbons a-t-cached t.o them, like a cat_--show" 

bu_t it is complemented by -I.:he unquestioning accepJcance 

of value-jUdgement which is implicit in the following: II In 

my opinion value judgements in literature should not be 

hurried . .[0. student] has to feel values 
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should follow his individual rhythm in doing son.150 This 

modifica·tion is best demons·trcrted by Frye's treatment of 

Arnold's touchstone technique which is much gentler tb.an 

1 J d l't' tl An t 151 t1at accor'e 111 1e a.omy. Frye wri'ces: "A:cnold I s 

'touchstones I of high style are subjectively invi·ted and 

their meri·t is indemonst.rable / like all critical val1..18'-

judgements, but still a community can respond to them/ can 

feel that Arnold's taste, within obvious limits, is accurate 

d th t h ' I- t' . t I' 152 an - a' 1S quo~a lons are accura-e·. This is only 

fit.ting in a book which ·talks of the Ilwisdom and insightnl .53 

of Gibbon. We find Frye admi tt.ing that "wi·tll all allowance 

made for individual variety, there clearly are. . standards 

of t.ast.s 
~ 51.1 

}' n t11e arJ-c< I! _L ;\ . ... __ t .. .::> ~ He st-:.ill believes ·that values 

] 5S 
canno-t be direc·t1y t.augh·t, - but, even allowing for the 

Cri~tic:. no longer insists upon the "body of knowledge H as a 

critical panacea. Frye continues to stress the necessity 

of critical detachment.. IlThe funda.mental act of c:cii.:icism 

is a disinterested response to a work of literat~rell,156 but 

he organises his argument to throw a greater s·tress on the 

- 1 II 1-- ~ h' d' , If" 15 7 tact tlat SUCH ae'cac, mont 1S not an en ln 1 tse '. He 

seems to make an implicit comment on his own earlier work, 

especially ·the Ana!comy f when he writes: lilt is not 

. ne.cessRri 1y no.1've to write 'hoVJ true I on the margins of what: 

we read; or at least we do not have to confine our contact 

wi th li terdi::.ure to purely disinteres'ted and esthe'tic 
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responses. We should mu-l:ilate Qur Ii -terary experience if 

we did, and muti.lations of experience designed merely to 

keep a theory consistent- indica.te s0mething wrong with the 

theory 11 • 158 F;rye fulminates a litt_le agains-t II mu-tually 

unintelligible elites ll159 - and refers to Coleridge's II moral, 

1 ' , 0. 1 ' t '1 't ' .,160 b . , J' th t re 19lOUS an po 1 1 ca anX1e J_es' ut J, t lS 0 JVJ.OUS - a--

he is parading his s"t):aw tigers much like the magician y,tho 

produces a rabbit out of a hat -~ because he is expected 

to do so~ 

In t:he course of t.he book he poin-ts to several by~ 

produc-ts of the study of literature such as the studen·t' s 

, '\I £ t . ,. 161 1 tl ' f ' , f' 1.ncreasJ_ng power o· u t.erance" 0 cHIC 1e purL.lcat1on 0: 

his s'cock 
162 

responses. But he saves his main point until 

the end. Flhile re-taining the conception of Ii tera·ture as 

essentially centripetal, he argues that IILiterature . .pro-

, .'1 k' d f 'f' J '1" f '11 163 V1QeS a In.o reservolr 0- pOSS1J1 ltles o· actlon . 

As long as 11 an unfamiliar experience in Ii tera-ture. . is 

, , '1 'bl 1I
164 ,} .:l h 't f lmagJ.natlve y concelva- e lJC .)roauens b.e spec-.rum o_~ 

possibility. But this is another evasion. For it is not 

good in itself to know many possibilities. Frye recognizes 

this and repeats the argument that has already been 

ques·t:ioned I thaJc the ind.efini te postponement of even pro-

visional evaluation of these conceptions will lead to 

165' 
"greater tolerance". A change in emphasis is felt, 

however, when he adds that a knowleuge of the possibilities 
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of ac-tion tha-t literature presents also II increases the pmver 

Frye goes 

on t~ taci-tly acknowledge the danger that had been isolated 

as the chief weakn_ess of the earlier work ~ "A.s long aB 

both imag-ination and belief are working properly I we can 

avoid the neurotic extremes of t:he dilet-tante who is so 

bemused by imagina-tive possibilit_ies tha·t he has no con-

vict.ions I and the bigot who is so bemused by his convic·tion 

h 1 tl -. b' J' . II 167 Lat Ie cannot see -lem as POSSl 1 _ltles . In the present 

climclte of in·tellectual opinion r for the dilettant.e can be 

substi tuted the student. who is so overwhelmed by relati visJcic 

arguments that he believes the co,se againsJc absolu.-tisn to be 

proven rather than merely sta-ted. 

Frye is obviously right in his estimation of the end 

1 · . II l' , d " . ,,168 of 'lterary educatlon as an etl1ca~ an partlclpatlng 

one. But he establishes wrong p:ciorities: the attempt. to 

hold many possibilities of action undifferentiated in the 

mind rat_her them the conscious attempt to dis,tinguish the 

best possibility of action. In t'.he 1 a:3 t, paragraph of 

his priorities: "[The world of literature] is the world in 

which our imaginations find the ideals ·that they -try to 

.pass on to belief and action, where they find the vision 

which is the source of both the dignity and the joy of 

"'6" 
1 '.c II J.:1;i 
,1.L8 • Visions are here associated with rnoral qualities f 
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digni ty and joy; thus visions can be appropria·tely compared 

from an ethical point of viewo In the recent Daeda·lus article 

the change is more explici-t 0 P:cye uses thE; article to 

discuss once again the most urgent questions concerning t:he 

value of the study of literature. He himself points to ·the 

significance of his title "The Critical Path": "rrhe phrase 

associclted i t:self in my mind with the closing sentences of 

and skepticism have both had it as tenable philosophical 

positions and that 'the critical path alone is open,n. 170 

An attempt will be made in what follOlrlS to show that while 

Prye theoretically takes this Kantian stance he is forced 

to refer to implici t_ly Christian standards to eval ual:e 

modern social my-ths. The evaluation of modern social myths, 

Prye believes, is one of the duties of criticism. 

In the first pages of the article Frye traces 

own intellectual development in an account which reads like 

a scientist IS accoun-t of a new discovery. He was impressed 

by t.he New CriJcicism whose greatest merit_ was "that it a.ccepted 

poetic language as the basis for poet_ic meaning ll 171 He f 

however, felt. tha-t the New Criticism did no-t provide a fram~--

work wi thin which t.he insighJcs arising from close reading 

could be organised. Such a f:r:'amework was provided for Frye 

})y t11e rlp\fI/ falniliar separat.ioIl of e}:periencc and response D 

The critical response consists in looking Ii a-t the work as a 
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. d ,:] -.. II 1 7 2 simultaneous unlty an stuuY[lngJ lts struct~ure . '1'he 

structure of the individual work of art need not be falsified 

in order to place it within the structure of criticism. 

Modern science assumes ·that the physical world is ultimately 

comprehensible. Scientific knowledge grovm and so the . 

scientist must become "an incarnation of that. science thinking 

through him" ,173 but "this is precisely the \'1ay tha·t poets 

[from Homer to RimbaudJ have . .talked about their relation 

173 to poetry". Just as the modern scientis·t is directed 

to \l1Ork wi thin certain limi t.s est:ablished by the body of 

knowledge already accumulated about the physical world, so 

the limits of the poet's possibilities have been established 

by his inspira·tion. Becanse o:E this le~c upon crea.·ti ve 

caprice the whole context of li terat.ure can be seen as that. 

of the created word: "The critic should see literature as, 

like a science, a unified, coherent and autonomous created 

form".174 But it is only the previously quoted religious 

analogy which really supports t.he argument: poets have 

been the incarnation of the Word when t~ey wriie; cionsequently 

the criticism dealing with their productions can also be 

"unified, coherent and autonomous" if it deals only with 

struct.ure. 'Ehe form of 1i terature f and thus potentially 

the form of criticism, are coherent because the governing 

inspiration behind the form of literature is a Unity. This 
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But on the level of practical criticism, cut free of the 

conception which gave it both birt.h and importance, it: 

reduces criticism to a process of putting work into genres 

where they may not quite fit f and isolating arche-t:ypes which 

may signi.fy a broad range- of different. things in differen-t 

poets. This last aspect has been competently criticised by 

Ph ' 1 . TJ 1]' 17 5 d M H Ab 17 6 T'l . b ~ l lp na. ole an L'l. • . rams. 1e process lS as eo 

on a submerged deductive ar(Jument which has already been 

noted~ all works of litera'ture incarna·te the Hard, they must, 

therefore, have a principle of organisation, criticism's job 

is to isolate that principle. It is! hOYJever, only an 

assumption thaJc li-terature is of such a nature and that. the 

cri·ticism of it can be a. unified and coherent structure. 

It inevi tably involves the simplifications bot:h of Ii tera·ture 

and the human mind which are censured by Hallie and Abrams. 

Frye begins his habitual naming by isolating what 

he calls the myths of concern and freedom. My-ths of concern 

do not depend en reasoning or evidence and arise in the early 

stag-es of society i myths of freedom depend upon reference t.o 

truth or reali ·Ly. Poetry is rela_ted to myths of concern 

rather tha.n myths of freedom. This is qui t.e obvious beca'use 

poetTY is esseni.-:.ially metaphoric and meta_phor violaJcef; logic. 

Poetry is closer to magic than to science i it. i::.; essentially 

primitive but 'liJc is no good attaching a pejorative meaning 



t th d "pr;.ml' ·'C.l' 've II .177 a ._. e war. ..L It is the task of poetry to 

make man feel at home in his world. "The poet's function 

is still his primi t.:i ve oral function of defining and 

illu:::{-trab .. ng the concerns of -the socie-ty that man is pro-

ducing ll
•
178 Frye sees that myths of concern are under 
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k f II h ' h f Lh ' l} 1 d ,,1 7 9 b t a-ttac rom t. e grovrc. a non-mY-L .1Ce).. ~now e ge ; u . 

he does not feel that they must capi t.ula:te i it is rather 

that they must "come to terms with the non-mythical criteria 

180 
of truJch and rea.li tyll. It is only "under the influence 

of the mental habit of a writing culturel!181 t.hat myths 

of concerns have fl.ad to pay r:espect at the altar of 

hist:orical fact. But. this paying of respect is a perveJ;sion 

because even i:he myt.hs of religion have "a poe·tic rather 

tl t ' 1 J;:;_ncn,ua,iell.18l - lan a r<3: lana -~ ~ J The road to concern is not 

through the search for trut.h but through the exercise of 

imagination. 182 What if; more f concern stemming from this 

exercise will have an "open rnytllOlogy 11 f 18 3 which will lead 

to tolerance and respect for the individual. One of the 

tasks of the educated is lito show by example that beliefs 

, " I 184 ' may be held and exarruned at the same tune'. By dOlng 

this "one is not renouncing [the] truth [of a myth of con-

cern): what one renounces is the finality of one's under-

185 standing of that truth!'. As far as literary criticism 

. is cOllcerned it. must. rernain uninvolved on a professional 

level wi-th any particular HW-th of concern for it is 'I.tn:rth 

of correspondence [which] j s the chief business of school!'; 
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d ' "Ii 186 an _ unlversltles . Knmvledge. is separa-ted from belief. 187 

"Tru-ch of concern . .cannot strictly be verified and ex-

panded like the e.stablished principles of , 11 188 a SClence . The 

commitment is I therefore f "volun-tary self-blinkering ll
• 187 'fhe 

anaest_he"cised crit_icism Frye now proposes "is the attempt to 

attain knowledge of the language of concern and belief, and 

hence i t_ has a central role in t_he study of human socie"cy". 190 

When a work of Ii terat_ure embodies "quest_ionable or da-ted 

atti tudes II -these can be dismissed without loss f while lit_he 

real meaning ll is found to be "conveyed -through a structure 

of imagery and action'f.19l If we consider the social 

att1. t:udes of Yeat_s 1 I,avn-ence 1 Pound f Graves and vlyndham-

Lewis, for instance, we find them to be "freakish and ob-

, ,,192 b h' d d h' J scurantJ_s-t ut t J_S roes not a.mage t __ eJ r Vlor (s . l 'hey 

represen-t additions to that irrefutable II great poem" of which 

Shelley talks, "which all poets, like the co-operating 

though-ts of one great mind, have built up since -the be--

" f th Id ll 193 glnnlng 0_ ~ e wor _ . 

Frye's opinions are quest_ionable on a number of 

count-s. He believes that Il'rhe principle of openness is a 

my-th of concern does no-t • .prevent a society from having 

194 
a rnyth of concern 11 1 - and he sees Nietzsche! s opposition of 

Christ and Dionysus as only the culmination of the tendency 

to suggest that our real myth of concern is of Classical 

rather than Christian origin. 195 But Nietzsche!s perspective 
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. h b ~ tl . h . H . . t . f 1.- • • l' ] . J lS muc _ roaCler -:lan L. lS. _ J_S :cecogn:L lon o· l11S lna :)] .. 1 ey 

to live within an arbitrary horizon has already been dis-

cussed. Frye celebrates the consequent necessity of 

creating meaning: nan open mythology establishes the 

rela·Li.vi toY of a myth of concern r and so emphasises the element. 

of construct, of imaginative vision in it".196 But as a 

Christian it is difficult to understand how he can do so. 

For Christ's story in the Gospels, while it may be, as 

Frye say~ ahistori~al is sur~ly for the Christian the source 

of truth. Chris·t I S sayings are true for t.hey are God I sWord 

to man rather than a construct or imaginative vision. For 

the believing Christian they have the highest warrant. They 

put ethical relativism beyond the Christian's reach. Frye 

attempts to syn-thesise pOE?i t . .ions which are mutually exclusive. 

FUrt11ermore NJ .. etzsche 1 s ho:r:ror SE~ems. a rnore appropria-te 

response than Frye's complacency to a world in which meaning 

can only be the result of human creativi·ty. Anxiety 1 

alienation and absurdity are I as E'rye says I nob1e sentiments I 

but they cannot be dismissed as "derived from a prevailingly 

197 
ironic age of fable ". A far more convincing answer is t.hat. 

they are the manifes·tation of the ernotions man feels when 

he recognises th.at. meaning has Jeo be created.. 

At the end of the ar-L~icle in !!ae~~~l~~ Frye serious ly 

considers the possibi Ii toY of dist-.inguishing beblleen differen·t 

my-ths of concern or visions for the first time in his work. 
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While asserting that Nazism, for i.ntance, is a very loYV' myth 

198 l- '] t l' ~ , " 1 of concern l1e st1.C{S 0 l1.S ear~ler posltlon anc repeats 

that IIparticipat.ion in a myt:h of concern is not in itself 

verifiable 11.199 He believes f however, that lito some extenJc 

, . 1 'f' d ' 'II 200 1. t can ;)e ver]. le 1.n experl.ence The myths whi.ch makes 

a "fuller life possible ll and which IIcompares it.s ac·tivities 

to the t.oJca1 welfare of mankind 11
201 is clearly preferable. 

Myths can also be judged by their "abili·ty . .to come to 

, 1 l' J ' , f h ~ I' II 202 terms WI. t 1 non-myt 11ca _ CYl. terl.a 0 trut ana. reeL 1 ty . 

The first of these criteria begs the quest.ion: wha·t is a 

IYfuller life"? For FJ:'YE'3 it is to be lived "·'.lit.hin a 

potentially universal myt:b of concern which assumU3 "that 

life is better than death, freedom better than slavery, 

happiness bett.er than mise'ry, health be"cter than sickness 1 

f 11 h ' 1 ' 1I 203 or a men every':l ere W1. t10Ut excep-tlon . But gran·ted 

Nietzsche's premises, such a myth \vill lead to a race of 

last men. It is not the rationalist but Frye himself who, 

in argument with a Nietzschean, would be reduced to lithe 

single exasperated formula: I But: can't: you S~G how wrong 

?04 you are? I II'~ unless he were to refGr t.O Christian standa.rds. 

The rationalis·t could at. least poin-t to certain premises 

about which discussion could begin. He would be able to 

-say that because of man's essence certain things are in 

reality good for all men everywhere without.exception. The 

second of t.he criteria evinces the same spanielling at heels 
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of the sciences that we found in Brooks. It. also confuses 

t.he realms of knowlec1g-e about the physical world and knoHledge 

of moral tru-ths. Veatch argues that the sciences can tell 

us nO'Lhing concerning t.hat which it: is most import:.an·t for 

205 man to knovi. For him there is a verifiable non~mythical 

criterion of t.:r:ut.h and reality which claims a higher 

a.uthori·ty than the "reality" esta.blished by the sciences 

because the knmlledge i-t helps to establish is more imporr-

206 
tanto This provides a far more complete and sa·tisfying 

basis for a vindication of the value of the humanities t.han 

Frye 1 s st~agger along the Kantian razor blade between dog--

matism and skepticism could ever do. Con.cern in Jchis age 

may be as Frye says " cons ·tantly on t.he borderline of anxiety 

and anxietYr it [may be] C?nly a hairsbreadth away from 

bigot.ry and fanaticism, violence and terrorllr207 but 

rationali sm aJc leCJ.st offers certain inescapable imperat:i ves r 

not arbitrary but: t:.:nIe ones which dernand of the rationalist 

certain elementary human attitudes. For him, everyJching is 

not permi t.t.ed . It has been suggested that Frye's position 

. would only be tenable within a framework which asserted 

absol ut.ely cert.ain moral impera·ti vas f pu·tting them beyond 

question. The fact that he can write "sooner or later . 

the scientific spirit and the seardl for truth of correspon-

dence arE: going to invade the structures of conce:rn t.hem-, 

selves i studying human m::r'chology in the same spirit 
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208 study nature II • as if it. were a proceE,S in -the fut:ure ra-ther 

than one tha·t had been going on long enough for Niet.7::[;che 

to recognise it, indicat.es that Frye does not. fully grasp the 

extent of the modern crisis of belief. His article concludes, 

as we have come t.o expecti on an almost. mys-tical note: "Bob 

DyJ an rightly says that there are no truths outside "I:he 

garden of Eden, but. the innocence needed to live continuously 

in such a world would require a nakedness beyond anything 

that removing one's clothes could reach. If we could live 

in it., if we could lif-t our entire verba} experience from 

belief and concern to imagination, criticism would cease and 

the dieti.nction betweeD literature and life would disappear, 

because life would then be the incarnation of the creative 

d ll 209 
war . It is significall.t that. the liif" clauses are two 

more impossible conditions c vJhile they remain impossible 1 

cri ticism vmuld do better to discriminat.e between the differeni::: 

moral worlds presented in J.i tera·tur8, t~la.n to follow in the 

st:eps of an innocent who has accepted t.oo naJ~vely the 

romantic identification of· God and the imagination. 



CHAPTER IV 

F'RYE ON THE \t,1]\ ... STE LAND 

In the Introduction to his little book on Eliot, 

published in 1963, Frye implicitly denies tha·t his choice 

of Eliot as a topic is based upon a value j '.ldgement. He 

wri tes ·tha-t IIA i:horough knowledg-e of Elio·t is compulsory for 

anyone interes·ted in contemporary literature II. 1 Eliot: mus·t 

be read, good or bad, because he has been so influential . 

"Value judgemen:ts . . are the concern of the reader.1!2 

Frye characteristically insists that III'!: is, or should bel 

a central principle of criticism that no major poet stands 

or falls by his views, however closely they may be identified 

'1 h' , ]" 3 S· 1 " 1 Wl t 1 .. lS creEl.t.]. ve wor.~. . lnce SUC). a prlorl ty mus·t a ways 

rest on the m:i.nimisat~ion of t.he cormm .. micaJci ve aspects of 

poetry, Frye f s admission that '! I have tried to emphasi ze 

4 the struct.1.J.re" is not unexpected. It. is illlnediat:ely 

evident that it is possible to consider this book as an 

exarnple of the prac·tical criU.cis1l1 which ·the Ille'chod ou·tlined 

in tb.e !~~.?tg_~ny lead.s t:o. 

The first paragraph of the short passage on The Waste 

Land ShO\-7S hO\-7 difficult it: is to ffiC').ke a comment.ary on the 

. pocn. which treats i·t as rigorously centripet:al. Inde.ed l the 

first sent.ence F if taken alone f \vould invol Ve Frye in a 

centrifugal view of the poem, were it not for the final clause: 

93 
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liThe Waste Land is a vision of Europe 1 mainly of l.ondon at 

the end of the First World War,'and is the climax of Eliot's 

'infernal I vision ll
•
5 If the poem is a vision of Europe at 

a certain time, the question of y.,rhe·ther it is a complete or 

incomplete one follows na·turally. This question is evaded 

by the stat.ement t.hat it is an Uinfernal ll vision. Frye notes 

the fact that Eliot wr:01:e The Waste Land and Dan·te wrote 

the I~_fern'2 when ·they \Vere middle-·aged B.nd thus connects 

The Waste Land with a literary tradition, implicii.:ly 

suggesting that such poems are generally produced in middle 

life. By placing ~~~_~.01ste LanQ. within a li·terary tradition 

Frye 'has use of a cont:2xL fer his cri ticial inves·tigo.ti6n. 

Wi thin this context he is able to relate aspects of t.he poem 

to the tradi t.ion wi thout be.ing led to ask about the quality 

of the vision. 

Later in the firs·t paragra[?h he does, hOitleVer I trans~ 

gress his own sel.f--impose(J. '1'he sentence !!The 

inhabitants live the 'buried life' .of seeds in winter" 6 

-- can be taken as a st:atement. about. a centripe·tal poem. 

Bu·t the next sentence --- "Human beings who live like seeds f 

egocentrica.lly I canno·t form a conmmni ty but only an 

7 aggregate" -- is a generalisation about an aspect of human 

experience. 1''1hile it is a then1atic paraphrase it is also a 

stat.ement: which F'rye clearly approves. It inc1.icat.es the 

possibility tha·t -tIle poem J.S essentially cent.rifuqal. \t~e 
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must grant; however 1 that Frye mainly succeeds 1n prev8n'cing 

his comments from being assert:i ve in this way. He remains 

largely content to relate. 

The reference to Dan-te I s age when he wro·te the Inferno 

has already been remarked. Frye is as rigid as any commen--

tator on ~h~_Ji~~·t~ La.nd has been in imposing patterns wi-thin 

which to read its parts. One of t_hese schemes is ~ for him; 

that of the Inferno. He adds that the Inferno itself is 

structured by lithe three--day rhythm of the redemptionH
• 8 

Frye suggests t_hat "in the first. sec·tion of 'i'~~ Wast:e Lan~r 

't.Phe Burial of t:he Dead III! we sink into the lower world of 

the lIu.nreal cit:yll 1
9 and t:hat- "We renlain in the underworld 

all t.hrough the next two sections II. 1.0 But the tvw quotations 

from the ~2:1ferDo in the final paragr:aph of liThe Burial of 

the Dead ll offer no real waI-rant for this schematisat.ion .. 

Such a reading depends largely on Frye's own me·taphoric 

scheme: "'rhis ltwrld is physically above ground but spiritually 

l} J. ~ " 11 SU)c.e.1...ranean . If we compclre Dan.t:e' S organisa-tion to 

Eliot I S the t:enclentiousness of Prye' s claim stands out. in 

relief. Both the title itself and the opening of the third 

can,t.o leave the reader no doubt of the si,tuation in Dan'te IS 

poern . '1'1181'13 .is; however, no ra-tional framevlOrk in 'J~b.e waste 

• Land which could be pointed to in or'der t.o establish the 

truth of Frye's association. l·t is litt,1e more than 

caprici.ous. 
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After 'che first three sect:ions in -the undervlorld, 

writes Frye, comes II I Death by Water' f evidently physical 

dea-th, as burial in earth symbolises the physical life which 

is spiritual death'l.l2 But there is no reason offered for 

this int:erpre-tation of the poem I s symbols. Frye himself 

s-tresses Jchat: the poem is II intensely Latin ,owing much. • to 

Virgil and Ovid ll
• 13 If this is so { it woul.d sure_ly be likely 

-that the symbols of Sec-tion IV could be tak.en from Virgil. 

It is just as likely, then, that the relevant association 

is the necessi-ty in the Ael2.~i-.i for dust to be spri.nkled on 

the corpse in order tha-t the soul migh-t be at resi:. In this 

case "Dea-th by WaJcerll would represent: physical and spirit-uaJ. 

deat_h. 'J~he t:one of the las-t -two lines of the action -~- 110 

you who turn the wheel and look to windVlaxdr/Consider Phlebas f 

who was once handsome and tall as you. II .~- is remin.iscent of 

the tone of a momonto mori. The brooding sonibreness with 

'.,'lhich the reader is invited to contempla-te Phlebas I c1ea-th 

would support this reading. The second part of Frye's inter-

pretation of the poem's symbolism is supported by its first-

lines. But t:he strikinS-J image of the corpse planted in the 

garden hardly suggesJcs "physical life which is spiritual 

15 
death ". In short we snspec-t }i'rye of simp1ificat:ion I the 

more so because his interpretations _are not argued but are 

only asserted v but from wiJchin a specific conceptual frame---

work. 
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When Frye does, give information which is pot.entially 

useful to the reader he does so wi·thout demonst.ra·ting what 

he believes to be its relevance. He remarks that in the 

flower was associated with the god's blood: this appears in 

the hyacinths of ~~~e Waste Lanc1 l1
• 16 In view of the fact 

that Eliot directs the reader t:o ?2.he Gol.0en B~~ in his 

notes f the reader att.empts to relat.e this piece of information 

to the hyacinth passage. But there seelns no way in which it. 

can enrich its meaning; it is more confusing than enlightening. 

This is not an isolated example of erudition follmved by no 

conclusion. In the f3ame parag-raph Fry,,,, vlx.ites: 

of Adonis \¥'as mourned by women representing the spirit of 

tll.e ea:cth [ and theline I Hurmur of maternal lament.ation I 

associates this with the Biblical weeping of Rachel ll ,17 once 

again leaving the reader to his own devices. 

Frye seems to lack a coherent, argument. He is con-

tent to make observations which are by no means unusually 

perceptive. No careful reader will be indebted to a critic 

who does no more than inform him that:.: "As later in Four 

Q . t ' . 1 b t . f h f - t II 18 _.~arte -s f ·tilere 1S an e a. ora e llnagery 0 t 1e J)'llr e1emen' s . 

Eliot.' s own note on the quotations from Augustine and Buddha 

makes it clear 'lhat: the burning of tile lust and the burning 

. of the spirit are being. contrasted and Frye's comment on t.ll.e 

passage does no' more than repeat this. His mention of lithe 

fire ·that refines ·theH1
Ul9 from the Purgat:.?.?~:;~~ is potentially 
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confusing- because the movement from refere~ces to the Tnfe!!2.~ 

to references to the P~_~:J~~!:-o~~£ is one way in which tone of 

the poem is controlled. After referring to the "Ovidian 

tl r l' 11
20 F . ·leme or metamorplos1s Tye wrltes: "The dissolving and 

reforming of physical elements sug-gest that the reality of 

which they are an appearance is a spiritual substance, the 

. Cl .. ·lrl· st". 21 r:Lsen .. Once ag-ain there is no warra_nc for such an 

asse:ction. The facts that. the Thames is asked to lI run 

so£1::ly II in section III and t.hat. it.' rains in sect.ion V present. 

some ground for t.alking- of a II cycle of water" bu·t none a·t all 

for the identificat.ion of the reality behind the flux with 

the risen Christ.. This identification is quite arbitrary. 

Several of Frye IS conunent.s point direc-tly t.o problems 

in t.he interpretation of the poem which he ignores. Consider 

the st.a:tement.: "'1'he Sybil is parodied in !h~as_te ~~n~ by 

1 
. II 23 

Hac ame Sosos·trl.s, If l'iladame Sosostris is a parody of t.he 

Sybil it is but a short 

fulfilling ·the same human need but in a degraded fashion. 

Frye acknowledges that. "I The Dry SaJvag-es 1 la·t.er explains 

tha·t a shoddy occultism pandering- to man 1 s desire to know 
. 24 

his future is characterist.ic of sterile cultures " . But. 

he does not continue the discussion and t.hus evades a con-

siderat.ion of t.his essentially centrifugal aspect of t.he 

poem I S meaning-. He is not., therefore, forced to ask whet.her 

the specific details of modern civilisation which Eliot 

chooses to implicitly c~cit.ic:tse are really represent.a:ti ve. 
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In the next paragraph Frye accepts the poem as "a reverie 

of . • II 25 TlreSlas . He points out that Tiresias is sterile and 

an authority on the pleasures of sexual in·tercourse bu:t 

blithely passes by all the questions which were raised in 

the discussion of Brooks'. essay on Th~ __ Vi~s!:~!.:ancl. He seems 

to find none of the difficult.ies of wide divergence of 

. 1 l' h d ' d . 1 26 at.tJ.·tuc e \v11c. Lucas an Myers conSl er crUCJ.a .. He remains 

at a great distance from the texture of the poet.ry I conten·t 

to note symbolic patterns, contrasts and parallels without 

examinin~j t:he precise meaning to wh.ich they are limited by 

the contc.=~xt. in which they occur., Thus Frye says that: liThe 

')7 
contras·ting figure to 'Ti:cesias is Phlebas Il "-' bu·t no explicit 

reason is given for that contrast. Consequently there seems 

no poin·t to the comment. Frye, _ at Eliot's prompting connec·ts 

Phlebas \'1i th Mr. Eugenides since botti are II sYffiQolising a 

com ... 'lIerce" 1 2 8 bu·t we are gi ven no inkling 0 f what function 

this symbolising has in the poem. Nei-ther the comment on 

Augustine or Joyce's note -- "Eliot: Bishop of nippo" 

to have a direct bearing on the t.ext .• 

Hidway through the commentary on The Waste Land 

Frye makes a.not.her generalisa'cion abou·t the structure of 

the poe.m: IiIn '1'h8 Wa.ste Land the corning of Christianity 

seem 

represents the turning of Classical culture from its winter 

into a new spring, for the natural cycle is also associated 

wi th tbe cyc1es of ci vilisat:ion 11.29 The last clause is more 

like a COlww::~nt_ on the ~nat~m:i than one on the -poem. 'rhe 
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Christian :-ceferences in the poem are al'i'laY$ oblique. Eliot's 

own note on line 20 directs the reader to find the source of 

the phrase II Son of man 11 in Ezekiel ra·ther than In the New 

rj~estanlent .. In section V the allusion may well be t.O Luke 

Ch. 24, but even if this ~s so it is surely significant that 

Chris·t was unrecognir:;ed by his companions on the road t.o 

Emmaus. '1'he line IIEe who was living is now dead ll
. hardly 

affi.rms Christ: I s presence in the poem. The fact tha·t the 

decay of Classical civilisation was halted by Christianity 

which replaced decadence wiJch youth and vigour, says Frye I 

II may be one reason for the prominen.ce of the poet!':; r Virgil 

1 . 1 h ' . 11 h' II 3 a anc OVl.ct, w .. o were conl:..emporary WJ_t J C_ rlst This is 

already a shaky argument. But. '-'Then Frye att.empU3 i:o build 

upon 1:his foundation, subst:i tut.ing "Jogic-3.11y" for IIby 

analogy!! f the artifice crashes to -the ground: nWhatever 

future faces us today would, then, logically be connected 

Vli·th a second • ,.. ...-,"1 I 111 31 comlng or L.:erlSc 

that ·the second coming II is not. a future but a present event, 

a confront.ing of man with an immediate demand for se1f~' 

surrender I sympathy and cont:rol ll
• 32 The reader is compelled 

to wonder why Frye sh.ould introduce a schematisation of the 

poem which involves his seeing the introduc·tion of three moral 

impera·ti ves which he adm.:L ts II are pre.lirninary to the Christian 

f . 1 11 ~ - II 33 th '1' -alta, lope ana love as - e secone comlng. The last~ point. 

11e adclresses to SU1=>l='Oj:t his eCCeIl-tric vicv-l of t11e poem 1 s 

McMA!:iTER UNIV{H::ilt'Y L.U;U'<AK] 
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structure is the weakest of all~ He writes: liThe London 

churches, St. Mag-nuE> 1·1artyr I St. Mary Woolnot,h, and ot.hers 

stand li.ke sentinels to testify to the presence of the risen 

Ch ' . h . fEll 34 r1st 1n t e rU1ns 0 wurope. Eliot, I S note on Magnus 

~ine!:een C_i ty Churches and Jehus makes it unlikely that the 

churches have the fU.nction in the poem Frye ascribes to 

them. rrhe definition of the vision of Chris t in the poem has 

already been questioned. 

Frye goes on to make random observations ccmcerning 

the likelihood that the sixt:h book. of the Aeneid and The 

~em2~~t are allegorief'; 'Iof initiation into Eleusinian 

35 myst.eries ". He mentions the structural parallel between 

36 lithe Christian myth and the struct.ure 'of comedy II • Then 

he poinJcs out ~ liThe court. party in The Temp~.~t ma.ke f like 

Aeneas and ]1,ugustine I a journey to I·taly from Tunis II 37 which 

can surely help no one to a fuller understanding of the poem. 

The following sentence is typical of the associa'ti ve pro-

. gression which is found throughout! liThe reco(Jni tion scene 

in Tl~ .. ~ __ ~"empe..:.~t discovers Ferdinand playing chess wi,th 

l'1iranda, a game which ends eit.her in checkmate, t:he death of 

t.he J~ing r or in stalemat.e f like the two unions in the second 

38 
section of Tll.e liJast:e Land which is called uA Game of Chess". 

Frye is su.rely "g'etting los·t in the a.llusions" 39 whaJcever his 

in·ten·tions c He recounts a part of the plot of The Te~I)(::st 
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because there are a few allusions t.o the play in the poem. 

rfhe fact that checkmat:e is the deat.ll of the King sri ves the 

illusion of being a cri tical commen-t only because of the 

use of the myt:h of the Fisher King in the poem. It really 

sayf.; nothing. Even grant.ed t_he fac-t t_ha-t Frye I s book is 

. 40 
"an elementary handbook ll and that his aim is chiefly helpful 

annotation, it is fair to ask for notes which potentially 

increase the reader's understanding of the poem. Frye's 

comment on the two unions in Ill\. Game of Chess ll , however r 

leads away from a full understanding of the poem's complexi·ty. 

To call t:he two union stalemat-es is t.o reduce· thern to t_heir 

lowest cornman denominator i t.he comment. seems to arise f:rom a 

desire for symmetrical prose raJcher -than a desire to 

elucidate the poem. The schematisation in the following 

commen-t is as usual achieved by means of simplifico.-tion: 

"lVliranda is replaced by two female wrecks I wi 1-.h bad nerves 

and physical narcoses symbolised by burial in earth and in 

wa L.,:::.¥," 41 l .............. __ ;. The malaise of the woman in the second section is, 

however ( as much spiritual as l!hy;;;ical f but to admi·t this 

would have unbalanced the :r:hythm of the sentence 0 Frye 

supplies a list of six vJOmen (and admi t~s there are oi.-:11ers) 

of whom the woman is the first part of "l\. Game of Chess" 

has overt_ones. But. once again he dra.ws no conclusion, He 

adds t-hat lithe lat-ter bo_s not li-terary splendours around her 
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, 11 f 1 d ~ 0 h 1 < II 42 except a duo reca .. _ 0·· t.18 rov·meet p_ .. e J.a .. But there 

is no consideration of the use t.o which this dim recall 

it put, let alone of its quality. 

Frye enlarges upon 1.:11.e a11v.sions to Tl~~er.!].:)'e~!:. wi th 

the same lack of inhibition with which he dealt with the 

allusion to Dante. lIe informs us thai.: The TeE]?est uses the 

romance theme of t.he prince \vbo comes to a strange land and 

, , 'I d ' t 43 marrles lts Klng s augn-er. This story is associated 

wi th the Fisher King myth I in which a sea--monster ravages 

the land left unprotected by a sick I\ing. liThe hero kills 

~ ,,,44 . 
the' mons t.er and s ucceeas to t:he Ju.ngdom. Frye also 

points out ·chat "In the background is a nat1..1re myth of \\rint.er 

turning to spring/ sea and snow turning to spring , If 45 raln . 

This last: sentence is perhaps the one in vihich it is cleares'c 

t.hat the imposing of such broad pat~terns onto t.he poem in-

evitably involves ignoring detail: the poem begins not in 

winter but in ll,.pril. Furthermore, it is hardly clear that 

it ends in spring. '1'he reference to spring in b.ne 327 is 

surely a refE:Tence to t.he time of ·the crucifixion. 'l'he re-

birth which that spring had promised has turned to disillusion. 

The Bible promised an II ' , 11 46 J.lffitllneni: escha·ton bu·t, as Karl 

becomes increasingly difficult to believe in wit.h. each 

46 
pa.ssinq cen·tury. Thus a:cises tile quality of bitter irony 

of the line::;; 



He who was living is now dead 
vIe \"'ho were living are now - dy ing 
With a little patience.47 
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Bu:t, to return to t_he main pointt the:ce may be a suggestion 

. . ." 4 8' . that it is sprlng J.n the phrase 1l11mp leaves; it 1S T 

however f hardly made clear enough to suppor-t Frye I s argument. 

Bo-th winter and snow are in_deed mentioned in the first lines 

of the poem but they were already a meraory at its. beginning, 

what is more f they were a pleasant_ memory. Rain does fall, 

as Frye says/ near the end of the poem -~ IIThen a damp gust/ 

but the very next lines are characteristic 

of it_s ambivalence: 

Ganga was sunken t and the limp leaves 
Waited for rain, while the black clouds 
Gathered far distant, over liimavant.50 

'I'here is no more mention of rain -thou~Jh the thunder does of 

course speak. The reader is left with the hope of rain in 

the gathering black clouds but he is characteristically given 

Frye's apologetic tone in the passage where 

he tries to demonstrate the presence of the myt:h of -the 

kil1j ng of the sea-monster in the poem befi ts t~he weak.ness 

of his evidence. He writ.es f rat_her apologetically, IIrrhere 

is no monster in Elio-t, but t.here are vestiges of his open 

mouth in the references to 'Dead mountain mouth of carious 

1 I ~ 1 h' d 0. hI· Lh -t" II 51 teet . .l ana L 1S ecaye 0 e a!Tlong l.,.. •. e moun a).DS . The 

first quotation would hardly put the critic on the track of 

a monster ll_nless he W8j:e hoping to find one and the second 

seems to have no relation to the beast unless it is, in Frye1s 
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mind, its lair. 'I'here would be. no harm in· Frye I s introducing 

a few of these eccentric responses were i·t nor for the fact 

thaLthey dccumulate in:to an imaginative pattern built_ on 

top of the pOem \vhich obscures its nature. Having in-troduced 

lithe c1ragon~killer s-t.ory [\-lhid1] rnerges with the dying-'god 

52 story 11- Frye has to find a "hero ", presumably t.he pro-

tagonist, who "like Jonah in the Bible, must die himself and 

53 be reborn". But the line lIThese fragmeni::s I have shored 

• L • 11
54 d tl . 11 . . h 38 J h 1J agalnS-L- my rUlns an' _ 1e Cl. USlon to IsaJ_a _, :.. arc_y 

assure us of his rebirth. 

In his penultimate pa:cag.raph Frye discusses the 

relat.ion. of the poem too ,Jessie r"leston I s From Ritual to 

Romance. Since Eliot cites the book as a source for 

T~~ __ ~~s·t~..l:an_~ it promises to be an inipo:r:t_ant topic. Frye 

rightly associates the chapel of lines 385-95 with the 

"Chapel Perilous". But he extends this identification as 

follows: liOn the final section of ~he Has!-~L~nd the Chapel 

Perilous represents the underworld of death and burial, the 

1 f 1 · 1 l' . I' 5 5 
tOHlD -rom WllC]. Clrls·t r:Lses . The extension is hardly 

warranted by the mere presence of the phrase IIturnbled graves 11 

and there is no other warrant. The discussion peters out 

with the introduction of interesting but irrelevant information 

.abon-t the lance and the cnp I HorigiPr111y fel~ti li·ty and 

sexual synlbols 11
56 wlJich I Frye remarks f II are to be connGcted 

also vlith the t·wo red suits of the modern pack of cards 1 the 



diamond being a. lance head and the heart a.cha1ice ll
•
57 

}.'rye I s final para.graph. begins with a reference to 

Jesus' Iis1aying a sea-monster ll in his ~YEast.er victory over 

58 dea·!:.h and hel1 11
• After referring to the identification 
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of this monster wit:h 59 i!King'doms of tyrannyll Frye dra\I/,'3 the 

conclusion that "the world that needs redemption is to be 

60 conceived as imprisoned in t.he mons·ter I s belly". Supporti.ng 

his point further with a reference to "Christian icono

graphy lf
6l Frye says that: the depiction of Jesus leading ·the 

redeemed out of hell forms "a g-host.ly background to the 

final sect.ion of 'rIle Waste Land". 62 The only body that could 

be likened to a procession in t.h.8 final sect.ion is tlla·t· i.n 

lines 366···76. But these "hooded hordes ll are representative 

63 for Elio'c of lithe present decay. of eastern Europe 11 • as he 

himself tells us. There seems no reason to conLcas-c them to 

Jesus leading the redeemed out. of hello \qhy make this 

association rather t.han any other? 

Frye interprets the symbolism of the 1as't lines 

according to his whim. Having f3aid that -- "The world to be 

redeemed is symbolically u.nder water as \"lel1 as under the 

th 1l64 ear. he claims that lIEliot's fisher King . thus 

corresponds t.o Adam' i or human nature that cannot: redeeiJI 

. . 1£11 65 l1:Se_ • But Frye himself men-tions the symbolism of 

fishing in the Gospels; 'why, in his own terms, should the 

fisher at the end of the poem not correspond rather to the 
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apostles? Frye has no right to the word Itthus ll
• It seems 

most likely that: the use of the first person si.ngular directs 

us t.o i.dentify the fisher wi.th the protagonist v who has 

b~en carefully characterised within the poem. It is wor-th 

noting f however I U1El_t t.he- comment would indicat_e an 

emphatically centrifugal evaluation at: the close of the 

poem: that human na-ture cannot. redeem itself. In his final 

sentence Frye suggests tha'c the lieateaux iv~~1166 of t:he 

poem are the heritage of Adam, just as the responding ship 

is the heritage of Christ. It is wor·thvlhile to point to 

tha recurrence of boats in the poem but once again schematisa-

tion is too r1.gio. and the associations with Adam and Christ 

arbitrary. 

conclusion. 

']'he essay breaks off abruptly. There is no real 

It is hoped that the preceding detailed examination 

has shown that Frye I s cri-ticism of ~£he ~~ls"!:-_~ __ Lan<!. -tells us 

more abou·t Frye t_han it does about Eliot's poerll. He stands 

back f:com it and the result is little more tha.n a va9ue 

accoun-t of dubious interrela.tion;;hips. rEhe comments are 

frequently 11"1Ore confusing t.han elucidat_ing. l"rye does not 

convincingly demons·trat_e any governing design in the poem; 

but: his method does not lead him to ask whether there is one . 

• The poem is vlidely read and influential; this is ,varrant. 

enough for connect-ing it \'71. t.h other L1.t:erary works. Since he 

is not led to ask whether or not it is finally coherent he 

can legitirr~ltely give a criticism which establishes no 



pr:Lori.ties in interpretation n Comments on aspec·ts of t.he 

poem which Elio·t says should disclose its principles of 

organisation are set beside comparatively long comments on 

minor de·tails wi Jch no indica·tion of t.heir comparat:i ve 

importance for comprehending it. 
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The. unusual techniques of the poem which caused some 

of its first readers to think it a hoax are not analysed. 

The possibility that they are inherently obscure. is not 

considered by Frye i and even if t.hey were; in his 'cerms I 

it would not matter. The popular vote has made the poem 

an j.:tnpor"can·t documen'l: upon which t.he techniqnes of cri t.icism 

must: dub.fully go t.o work, hoax or not. The critic I s job 

is riot to try to c1iscov8r 'Vlhe·ther or no·t the poem means 

anything very precise. Indeed, Fryel~ criticism would not 

suggest to t.he reader that it was cmyt:h.ing but the colloca

t.ion of a few well·-known European myths. The fact tha.t, the 

poem can be taken as an urgel~l't comment, upon modern c:Lvilisa'" 

tion only emerges in a few unguarded phrases. Frye's 

criticism, written primarily because of the attention that 

the poem has drawn upon itself, not because of any inher'ent 

meri·t i·t might. have; la}~gely ignores those qualities of the 

poem I s technique a.nd meaning which have caused it to aJctraci:: 

that attention. 



CONCl,DS IOI:;J 

It has been shown in the preceding- pages Jchat in the 

cases of Brooks and Frye their critical theories are closely 

rela·ted to their convictions. This may seem little more than 

a t:ru:Lsm but it is a truism which mus·t be reaffirmed in vimv 

of the equivocations which have been no·ted in the· two critics 

on the question of criticism and belief. It may not be an 

unwal~ranted generalisation to suggest that in all cases 

critical theory will be closely related to conviction. 

If this is so it would seem best that the critic 

shouJ.d be continually conscious of the fact. His convictions 

will lead to value·-j udgement.s f even if they remain implici·t I 

and the grounds of these value-judgements should be made as 

explicit as possible in the interests of intellectual 

honesty. 'l-'his is well done by Yvor Winters who prefaces 

theoretical discussions in which he makes his position clear. 

He w:ci tes in the Foreword to In Defense of Reason:' II I be-

lieve that the work of literature, is so far as it is 

valuable, approximates a real apprehension and communication 

of a particular kind of objective truth".l 

This s·tatemen·t represent.s a point. of view far remove.d 

from those of Brooks and of Frye who both leave science in 

command of tl:'lltllo It has been sh.o,""7!)' t11a1: t.ll.e 

109 
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wri-tings of the two criJcics are responses to the achievement 

of modern science. other responses are, however, possible. 

That. of 'Winters and Vea·tch is consonant with PascalI s implicit. 

evaluat.ion of t.he knowledsre supplied by science cmd the 

humani ties in t:he following-: "the moral law \'lill always 

comfort me and make up what I lack in knowledge of physica.l 

sciences 11.2 It:. is t:.o view li-t:era.·ture as the precise 

communication of true and important. knovlledge "of man and 

J 
of na·ture ". - Ano·ther is that of Erich Heller who I believing 

that. lI·the ultimate concern of [literary criticism] is neither 

fac l.'::,<:: nor ~ -, C' i ,=-' ,. t- i 0"'" II 4 ~ ___ _ c~a~0_IlGa"_ •• s , but. inst:.ead ll-the communication 

4' of a sense of quality Llther than rneasurable quanti 1.-:y II makes 

evaluations by comparison wi-thont being ab] e to connect:. them 

to an absolute ethical syatem. 

Both these alternatives connect literary criticism 

wit~ what Alvin W. Gouldner has called in his critique of 

Weber I S value·"free sociology "one of the basic int.ellec·tual 

tradi·tions of the West --.~ the dialect:ical explora'cion of t:.he 

." fundamental purposes of hum,an life,,:J in a way in wl1.ich the 

early criticism of Brooks and the criticism of Frye do not. 
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